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APA MEMBERS
Ballots for the election and any runoff election will
be sent to the email address registered on the APA
website, make sure you to keep your email current.
It will also ensure that you continue receiving
important messages and publications from the APA

© treenabeena

Advertising in the APA Magazine
For pricing and payment information, contact Lisa Jacocks at the APA National Office, P.O. Box 8037,
Chattanooga, TN 37414, (800) APA-8037, or email - manager@apapolygraph.org
Then, all you need to do is send your electronic ad in .jpeg or .pdf file format, to the editor at editor@
polygraph.org
Don’t worry, short line items in the Buy and Sell and Upcoming Seminar sections are still free. We also
publish (at no charge) in each Magazine a listing of upcoming polygraph training sessions for APA
accredited schools.
Submissions and/or technical questions regarding your ad should be sent to editor@polygraph.org.
Please note that submission deadlines are posted on the first page of Membership News section on
each issue.

Upgrading Membership Classifications from Associate
to Full Member
If you have a baccalaureate degree or higher, you have served as an Associate of the APA for 24 months, you
have completed a minimum of 200 polygraph examinations, you have attended at least one APA Annual
Seminar, and have completed 60 hours of CEH in polygraph, request that your membership classification
be upgraded from ASSOCIATE to MEMBER.
In order for the Board of Directors to act upon your request, it will be necessary for you to:
Provide a copy of your transcripts, a notarized statement from your supervisor or knowledgeable colleague,
who must be a Member of the American Polygraph Association (APA), attesting that you have completed
a minimum of 200 polygraph examinations, and proof of your 60 hours of continuing education in the
field of polygraph within the last 36 months.
Please forward the certification directly to:
APA National Office
P.O. Box 8037
Chattanooga, TN 37414
If you have any problems or questions regarding your membership, please call the National Office Manager
at 800/272-8037 or 423/892-3992.
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PDD + EyeDetect = 98% Confidence

Combining PDD with EyeDetect can help you achieve as high as 98%
confidence the examinee is telling the truth (or is lying).
Get more confident results and increased profits for your polygraph
business.
Conquer deception by exposing it to 2 largely independent tests for
greater accuracy.
Scientifically Validated
EyeDetect was scientifically validated by the same scientists that
invented the computerized polygraph.

The eyes don’t lie.
+1 801-331-8840
info@converus.com
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American International Institute of Polygraph

When Quality Counts!



We are accredited by

the American Polygraph
Association (APA)

and recognized by

the American Association
of Police Polygraphists
(AAPP).




Superior training facility with audiovisual recording of practice sessions to facilitate learning.
Computerized Polygraph Equipment – four types – available for training.

Comprehensive curriculum and training patterned after that of the U.S. Federal Government.
Senior professional staff using effective training methods.
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PO Box 2008
619 HWY 138 West
Stockbridge, GA 30281
770-960-1377

Charles E. (Chuck) Slupski (Federal, State & Private experience)
Robbie Frederick ( Retired Police/ Private Experience)

Steven D. (Steve) Duncan (State, County & Private Experience)

Russell D. (Howdy) Hayes (State, County & Private Experience)
Skip Elrod (Federal, State and Private Experience)
Walt Jones (Federal and Private Experience)

Basic Class - Stockbridge, GA

^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌϭϬ–EŽǀĞŵďĞƌϭϲ͕ϮϬϭϴ
2019 Basic Class Dates TBA

www.polygraphschool.com
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Editor's Corner

Peek Under the Hood of the
APA Elections
By Mark Handler

Greetings from the editor’s deskI write this as we wrap up the 2018
annual APA seminar in Austin, Texas.
Mike Gougler, seminar-czar, did an
outstanding job once again. The venue was fantastic, the range of lectures
impressive and the banquet was a lot
of fun. There was plenty of time to socialize during breaks and also in the
evenings. If you were here, I am sure
you would agree. If you didn’t make
it this year, we hope to see you next
year.
We had several new board members
sworn in at the annual banquet. We
welcome them and heartfully thank
the off-going board members for their
dedication and service. On that note
I thought I would take some time and
5
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give you a peek under the hood of
how the election is conducted.
Office Manager Lisa Jacocks and I are
the folks who coordinate all the activities. Once Lisa determines the trigger
dates for the election, we create storage folders in the shared Dropbox. The
first trigger after the announcement
is to establish a time period for members to self-nominate or to nominate
another member to run which can
be done through email or traditional mail. After that closes, Lisa verifies
each candidate’s eligibility and passes
on that list to me.
We establish a deadline for each vetted candidate to submit a photograph
and a statement platform of up to 500
words. We combine each candidate’s

picture and statement and publish
them to the APA and in the APA magazine in alphabetical order.

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the request of the client who designated Votenet Solutions, Inc. to implement its online
voting solutions, eBallot4, to authenticate eligible voters and tabulate submissions for the APA 2018
Election for the period June 17,
2018 – June 23, 2018 through a secure voting site at eballot4.votenet.com/polygraph. After completing our audit process, Votenet
Solutions, Inc. hereby certifies that
during the course of the event that
eBallot was performing optimally, experienced no downtime and
never experienced a security lapse.
After checking our multiple results

Steven Castellano
Manager

Operations

We have to provide the final voter list,
which includes the voting member’s
name and email address about two
weeks prior to the beginning of the
election. We use our Memberclicks association management software from
our website to create a final list of
email addresses for our voting members. This is why it is so important to
keep your email address current on
the website. We publish this reminder in every magazine we publish, and
these magazines are available for free
on the APA website. Once the final eligible voter list is created, it cannot be
altered. To do so would make it possible for members to vote more than
once.
I am required to approve the final ballot email about four days prior to the
beginning of the election. Lisa and I
each test the final version of the balAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Meanwhile we work with a third-party
vendor eBallot, also known as Votenet
Solutions, (www.eballot.com) to conduct the election. We create an election sequence of events with due dates
and responsibilities laid out specifically. eBallot helps create the ballots,
sends the election emails, tallies the
votes, reports the results and audits &
certifies the election. Part of the audit
and certification involves reviewing
all aspects of the election to ensure it
was not tampered with. Here is a part
of the audit letter we received.

databases for tampering by technicians, Votenet Solutions, Inc.
further certifies that the results in
both databases match and the
online vote was conducted fairly
and honestly. It is our opinion that
online submissions for your event
were tabulated in a fair and impartial way and are deemed accurate.

Editor's Corner

lot to make sure all links to candidate’s
platform works and the ballot functions properly. After we test and approve the final ballot, eBallot schedules the election emails. The emails
are scheduled to send at one-minute
past midnight on Sunday which opens
the balloting. The election runs until
2359 the following Saturday evening.
Through the election process, Director
Thiel advertises the election on social
media and works very hard to get the
word out, so people will vote. Her efforts paid off this year in that we had
nearly double the number of people
vote than we normally do (895 ballots
cast).
Sunday morning, I create a report of
the final tally for the president and
president-elect. I put together a list
of each candidate and their phone
number. The president has the duty to
call each candidate to inform them of
the results. Once the candidates have
been called, I post the results to the
website and prepare the magazine
page of the results.
I felt it was important to share with you
the amount of work we do to conduct
the election and to ensure the election is conducted fairly. We received
calls or emails regarding over a hundred people during the week of the
election claiming they did not receive
7
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a ballot. We checked on each one and
did not find one error. The majority of
these cases involved folks who were
using a different email address than
the one they had on file with the APA.
Some who claimed they did not receive a ballot found the ballot in their
junk mail. Several who reported to
me they did not receive a ballot had
already voted in the election!
We spend many hours preparing the
election and trying to ensure no member is disenfranchised of their right
to vote. Once the election is underway, we can’t send additional ballots,
change passwords, or change email
addresses. To do so could potentially
prevent our ability to have the election certified by the neutral third-party, eBallot.
Thanks so much for all you do. Thanks
for voting. Thanks for keeping those
email addresses up to date.

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Membership News

Congratulations to Milton Skip O. Webb JR
On Being Inducted Into the U.S. Army
Criminal Investigation Command Hall of Fame

The CID Hall of Fame was introduced to recognize former CID military
and civilian members who made significant, long-term contributions
to the development of CID's mission, character, doctrine, or training or
those who performed an unusually heroic action.

http://www.cid.army.mil/history.html

9
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https://www.facebook.com/armyopmg/posts/congratulations-to-cw4r-milton-skip-o-webb-jr-and-cw4r-robert-d-olsen-on-being-i/1630844346950428/
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2018 APA Awards

2018
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1. Cleve Backster Award: Honoring an individual or group that advances the
polygraph profession through tireless dedication to standardization of polygraph principles and practices. - 2018 Clifford "Chip Morgan"

2. William L. and Robbie S. Bennett Memorial Award: Honoring unrelenting efforts and display of ability in the interest of the American Polygraph Association - 2018 David Willoughby.

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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3. David L. Motsinger Horizon Award: In recognition of a new shining star in the
profession or association who early in their career demonstrates loyalty, professionalism and dedication to the polygraph profession (less than 10 years)
- 2018 James Streitfel

4. Al and Dorotea Clinchard Award: Honoring extended, distinguished, devoted and unselfish service on behalf of the APA membership. - 2018 Lawson
Hagler

13
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5. President's Award. - 2018 Lisa Jacocks and Donnie Dutton

6. William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship (with instrument donated by Limestone) - 2018 Joseph Ray

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Polygraph Examiner
Training Schedule

2019 American Polygraph Association

National Polygraph Academy

Latin America Polygraph Seminar
April 25-27, 2019
Mexico City, Mexico

Advanced Continuing Education (ACE)
Courses
November 12-16, 2018 Columbus, OH

54th APA Annual Seminar
August 25 - 30, 2019
Orlando, FL
2019 A.S.I.T. Courses
Polygraph 101 Basic
March 18 - May 14 Philadelphia
September 9 - November 15 Philadelphia
January 7 - March 15 South Africa
Guatemala: Contact school for dates
Post Conviction (PCSOT)
May 27 - 31
November 18 - 22
Advanced Polygraph
July 22 - 23
Advanced PCSOT
July 24 - 25

Attention School Directors
If you would like to see your school’s course
dates listed here, simply send your upcoming
course schedule to editor@polygraph.org

15
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Backster School of Lie Detection
Basic Polygraph Course
January 14 - March 22, 2019 San Antonio,
TX
Advanced Polygraph Course
November 5, 2018 Ottawa, ON
Canadian Police College Polygraph
School
Basic Polygraph Examiners Course
January 14 - March 22, 2019
Ottawa, ON, Canada
Contact school to apply
All Domestic/International Law Enforcement, Military, and Intelligence agencies
are encouraged to apply

2019 American Polygraph Association
Latin America Polygraph Seminar
April 25 - 27, 2019
Mexico City

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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2019 American Polygraph Association
Latin America Polygraph Seminar
Hosted by:

Sabino Martinez (sabino.mtnz@yahoo.com)
Mike Gougler
April 25 - 27, 2019
Hilton Reforma, Mexico City

Cost:
APA Members:

$300.00 USA Dollars before March 28, 2019
$350.00 after March 28, 2019
$400.00 at the door on the day of the seminar

Non-Members:

$400.00 USA Dollars before March 28, 2019
$450.00 after March 28, 2019
$500.00 at the door on the day of the seminar

Main subjects:

APA recognized polygraph techniques and their validity studies.
Interview and interrogation on criminal specific cases
Pre-employment screening and interviewing "A Different Approach"
Breakout Subjects for Mexico Law Enforcement examiners: Laws and
current procedures. (To be determined)

17
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7:30 - 8:00 AM Break patrocinado por:

JUEVES ABRIL 25, 2019
CLASSROOM A

8:00 - 9:30 AM CEREMONIA DE APERTURA
Orden del Dia Presentacion de Banderas Himno Nacional Palabras de Bienvenida Palabras por el Encargado de Seminarios APA Michael C. Gougler

9:30 - 9:45 AM Break patrocinado por:

9:45 - 12:00 pm
Erika Thiel and Mark Handler
Entrevista Cognitiva
Una forma diferente de abordar los exámenes de Selección de Personal

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM Almuerzo

(Cont.)
Erika Thiel and Mark Handler
Entrevista Cognitiva
Una forma diferente de abordar los exámenes de Selección de Personal

2:45 - 3:00 PM Break patrocinado por:

(Cont.)
Erika Thiel and Mark Handler
Entrevista Cognitiva
Una forma diferente de abordar los exámenes de Selección de Personal

Recepcion de Bienvenida ofrecida por APA
6:30 - 8:30 PM

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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VIERNES, ABRIL 26, 2019
7:30 - 8:00 AM Break patrocinado por:
SALON A

8:00 AM - 9:45: AM
Formulación de preguntas en casos específicos
9:45 - 10:00 AM Breakpatrocinado por:

10:00 - 5:00 PM
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)
10:45 - 11:00 AM Break patrocinado por:

(CONT.)
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)

12 PM - 1:00 PM Almuerzo

(CONT.)
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)

1:45 - 2:00 PM Break patrocinado por:

(CONT.)
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)

2:45 - 3:00 PM Break patrocinado por:

(CONT.)
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)

2:45 - 3:00 PM Break patrocinado por:

(CONT.)
Estudios realizados de los diferentes sistemas de calificación usados en las técnicas
validadas y comparación de cada una de ellas
(meta analisis)

19
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7:30 - 8:00 AM Break patrocinado por:

SABADO, ABRIL 27, 2018
SALON A

8:00 - 2:45
Examenes Especificos en Investigaciones de tipo Criminal
Gonzalo Chavarria
(Detective de Homicidios Depto. Cherife, El Paso, Texas)

9:45 - 10:00 AM Break Sponsored By:

(CONT.)
Examenes Especificos en Investigaciones de tipo Criminal
Gonzalo Chavarria
(Detective de Homicidios Depto. Cherife, El Paso, Texas)

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM Almuerzo

(CONT.)
Examenes Especificos en Investigaciones de tipo Criminal
Gonzalo Chavarria
(Detective de Homicidios Depto. Cherife, El Paso, Texas)

2:45 - 3:00 PM Break patrocinado por:

3:00 - 4:30
Mejorando tus graficos
Sabino Martinez Jr.
4:30 PM
CIERRE
OBSERVACIONES FINALES

APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Complimentary
Internet, Fitness
Center and
Discounted Parkinig
______
No Mandatory Resort
Fees
────

Adjacent to Disney
World
With Free Shuttle
Service to Parks
────

Government PerDiem Hotel Rates

54th APA Annual Seminar
Orlando, Hilton
Bonnett Creek

August 25-30, 2019

────

Large Pools, Lazy
River and Beach
────

20% Discount on all
Hilton Restaurants
and Bars

LIMITED ROOM
AVAILABILITY
HOTEL RESERVATIONS
AND SEMINAR
REGISTRATION
OPEN JAN. 2, 2019

Connecticut Polygraph Association
2018 Regional Seminar
November 4 - 6
Mohegan
Sun Casino, Connecticut
2018 REGIONAL
SEMINAR
Sunday
11/04/2018
5:00pm to 6:00pm
Monday
11/05/2018
8:00am to 8:45am

Early Registration and Networking Opportunities (be sure to visit
our sponsor vendors!)

Registration and Networking Opportunities (be sure to visit our
sponsor vendors!)

8:45am to 9:00am

Opening Remarks
Deputy Chief Christopher Chute, New Britain CT Police
President, Connecticut Polygraph Association

9:00am to 12:00pm

Personality Disorders and De-escalation Techniques for Dealing
with Those Afflicted
TBD, UConn Department of Psychology

12:00am to 1:00pm

Lunch (provided)

1:00pm to 2:00pm

The Evolution of PCSOT Nationally and in Massachusetts
John “Jack” Consigli, Captain, Massachusetts State Police (Retired)

2:00pm to 5:00pm

Evidentiary Polygraph with Emphasis on Internal Affairs Testing
John “Jack” Consigli, Captain, Massachusetts State Police (Retired)

6:30pm to End

Evening Social

Tuesday
11/06/2018
8:00am to 12:00pm

Techniques for Improved Interviewing – Understanding Yourself
and Your Suspect
Sergeant James Nicholson, Connecticut State Police

12:00am to 1:00pm

Lunch (provided)

1:00pm to 5:00pm

Tips and Techniques for Sexual Offense Exams
Detective Sergeant Erik Abel (Retired), Lancaster City PA Police

Northwest Polygraph Examiners Association
2018-19 Winter Seminar
Hood River, Oregon
January 26th – June 27th, 2019

©FotoliaLLC/David Gn

Reservations can be made by calling the Hood River Inn at (541) 386-8904. A special rate as low as $84 per night depending on room type has been negotiated. The
cost of the seminar is $100 for members and $150 for non-members, and includes
twelve of APA approved CE training, daily coffee bar, one hosted meal, and admittance to our now infamous hosted hospitality room each night where you can
meet and mingle with our members. Come talk polygraph with some of the best
examiners in the world!
General information about the seminar is available on the NPEA web site at www.
nwpea.net. All polygraph examiners are welcome to attend. Come meet our members.

Northwest Polygraph Examiners Association
2019 Summer Seminar
Newport, Oregon
June 24th – June 28th, 2019

©FotoliaLLC/Tom

Reservations can be made by calling the Agate Beach Inn at (541) 265-9411. A special rate as low as $109 per night depending on room type has been negotiated.
The cost of the seminar is $300 for members and $400 for non-members, and includes thirty two hours of APA approved CE training, daily coffee bar, three hosted
meals, and admittance to our now infamous hosted hospitality room each night
where you can meet and mingle with our members. Come talk polygraph with
some of the best examiners in the world!
In addition, the NPEA will be offering a 20 hour Advanced PCSOT Class held on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday mornings in a separate classroom. This class will
be taught by Ray Nelson. Participants will be awarded an NPEA Approved Certificate of Completion.
General information about the seminar is available on the NPEA web site at www.
nwpea.net. All polygraph examiners are welcome to attend. Come meet our members. Extra curricular activities for members, non-members, and their guests include our Annual Texas Hold’em Poker Tournament, the Kreg Hawkins Memorial
Golf Tournament, an organized Whale Watching trip, chartered fishing, and our
annual “Welcome” BBQ held inside the Oregon Aquarium.

From the Board

President’s Message
Steve Duncan
Hello, APA Members. With fall upon us, I hope all of my fellow Members have
had a great summer. The Annual Seminar was fantastic this year thanks to Seminar Chair Mike Gougler, General Counsel Gordon Vaughan, Office Manager Lisa
Jacocks, Jill Duncan and all of the Board Members who worked so hard to make
it happen. With Director Erika Thiel’s additional Member Communications along
with Editor Mark Handler’s work, we had good response and a great turnout in
Austin. It was awesome to see so many friends again, to make new friends and to
witness very good attendance in the outstanding training sessions.
I want to, again, welcome our new Board Members, President-elect Darryl Starks,
Director Donnie Dutton, Director Raymond Nelson, Director Roy Ortiz and Director Walt Goodson, all of who bring extensive past experience back to the Board.
As well, welcome back to the remainder of the Board.
Those of you who attended the Seminar know, and for those unable to attend,
Treasurer Chad Russell is still doing his outstanding job of keeping the APA financially healthy and in compliance with our non-profit status. With Chairman McCloughan working with Education Accreditation Committee Program Manager
Barry Cushman and their Committee, we are already seeing more improvements
to make the process better. President-elect Darryl Starks is working with Director Walt Goodson transitioning the Ethics and Grievance Committee as well as
working on special issues that come up. Director Pam Shaw is busy maintaining
and helping increase Membership. Director Ray Nelson is compiling information
on existing Computer Algorithms as well as working with Director George Baranowski on the PCSOT Committee. Director Brian Morris is looking at two new
research projects and Director Roy Ortiz is busy with the Professional Development Committee as well as an Ad-hoc Committee on International Relations to
better serve our International Community. Director Donnie Dutton has been
25
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To all of our Board Members, I say thanks for your hard work. Just to remind our
Members, all of your elected Board Members volunteer their time and hard work
for the Membership and the Profession. Even our other Board members who receive meager pay, put forth efforts that far exceed the compensation. I feel we are
exceptionally fortunate to have such a dedicated and committed Board.
As President I have continued to assist Members with issues as requested and am
working with several Board Members to achieve their goals. As I stated at the Seminar Banquet, I am committed to the APA Mission to provide training, best practices and professional resources for the continued growth of ethical and evidence
based detection of deception through the use of polygraph.
One additional project I am working on, with the invaluable assistance of Editor
Mark Handler, is the APA Standards of Practice Challenge. Giving credit where
credit is due, Past President and good friend Don Krapohl came up with the idea
in a conversation about our Standards of Practice. In the near future you will be

©FotoliaLLC/Alphaspirit
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From the Board

busy updating our State Licensing Law database and our State and Regional Association lists as well as working on the Divisional Affiliate issue with President-elect
Starks, Director Ortiz and General Counsel Vaughan. Director Erika Thiel is still improving our communication channels to keep Members better informed and answering numerous information requests on a regular basis.

From the Board

receiving an email inviting you to participate in the Challenge. The Challenge will
be a test on the published APA Standards of Practice. All of the participants who
score 100% on the test will be entered in a drawing with ten winners selected by
a random computer selection. Ten prizes will be awarded to those winners ranging from a $100 gift card to APA shirts, pins and challenge coins. All Members and
Associates, with the Exception of the Board, are eligible. So, be on the lookout for
your invitation and maybe win a good prize for your efforts.
As always, feel free to call me (706-506-0830) or email me (sduncan071@gmail.
com) if I can be of assistance to you.

©FotoliaLLC/krung99
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Board of Directors’ Reports
Greeting to all my fellow APA members around the world. Our 53rd Annual training seminar in Austin, TX has
come and gone, and I still find myself
reminiscing about some of the outstanding classroom presentations I
attended, photographs taken and the
lively (…and sometimes robust) conversations that were had all week long.
There’s nothing like getting together with my fellow professionals from
around the globe to reconnect, learn
and have a good time. Austin, TX definitely provided the perfect backdrop
for another outstanding seminar. A
special thank you to our seminar chair
Mike Gougler, APA Office Manager
Lisa Jacocks and the entire Board of
Director’s for working so hard to bring
us another successful event! And on
a more personal note, I hope you all
had an opportunity to experience
the “bats” under the South Congress
Street Bridge. I’m still in shock.
After the seminar as we move forward,
I always think this is a good time to
encourage my fellow members to get
more involved in the APA. The wealth

of knowledge and experience on display at the seminar, both formally and
informally, is much needed by the
APA. It is needed not only to sustain
our profession but also to improve
and advance it. We are all busy professionals but I encourage each of you
to consider volunteering on a committee. Most...no, “all” of the improvements that come before you each annual seminar in the form of standards
of conduct, by-laws, ethics, etc, is the
result of outstanding committee work
from your fellow members. Much has
been accomplished, but there is still
much to do. Please consider offering
your knowledge and expertise for the
betterment of our association.
As your President-Elect, I look forward
to hearing from all of you and working
with the Board of Director’s on ideas
that will move our profession forward.
“Onward and Upward!

Donnie Dutton
Director
I would like to state that this is my first
board report as a new board member
and want to take this opportunity to
say thank you for your support to obAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Darryl Starks
President Elect

From the Board

taining this position. My goal is and
has always been to promote the APA
and our polygraph profession to the
best of my abilities and I assure you I
will continue with that objective.
I also want to say for those of you that
didn’t attend this year’s seminar you
missed not only some great lectures
but also catching up with old friends
and making new ones. Mike Gougler
continues provide outstanding speakers with topics that our membership
can benefit from. I must also take just a
second to thank both Lisa Jacocks and
Gordon Vaughn for their extremely
hard work at negotiations for our hotel and the amount of work that goes
into putting a seminar of this size on
year after year.
After attending the board meeting
following the seminar our President,
Mr. Steve Duncan tasked me to form
a committee and develop suggestions
on how and where to place the Divisional Affiliates within our current bylaws. This directive came after some
of our members expressed displeasure with the elimination of the Divisional Affiliates from the bylaws altogether. I am happy to report that a
draft proposal has been created and
has now been sent out to the Divisional Affiliates that are presently associated with the APA. It is my hope
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that by the next magazine I will be
able to publish this draft for the entire
membership to see. The proposal in a
nut shell will require any Divisional Affiliate to become more involved with
ensuring that the APA Code of Ethics
and Standards of Practice are being
maintained. The committee has also
created a draft APA Divisional Affiliate
logo that those members would be allowed to display once Divisional Affiliate status is granted. Again, more to
follow on this topic.
President Duncan has also directed
that I work on the development of all
states that have a license requirement.
At the present time I have identified
all the states that have this requirement and now am in the process of
providing address locations, website
addresses, and telephone numbers for
each testing polygraph license location. Doing this search you would not
believe how difficult it is finding some
information about certain states. I am
sure upon the completion I will have
made mistakes and that’s where you,
the membership come in. Once I get
this out there for everyone to see I am
hoping that you will provide me details in your state where I have made
a mistake or something that should
be added that I just couldn’t find; this
will then become a membership committee helping ensure that we get the

I think I have rattled on long enough
and if anyone has any questions,
needs some assistance with an APA issue please feel free to reach out to me.

Walt Goodson
Director
Greetings fellow polygraph professional and thank you for your dedication to the APA through the reading of
our publications. An informed membership is vital to the keeping this association moving forward. As a newly elected board member, I’d also like
to thank those who took the time to
vote in the last election. It was a record turnout, which is a good indicator of the overall health of our association. Since I haven’t contributed to
the magazine in the last year, I’d like to
quickly share a little bit about me so
you can better understand my point
of view as I discuss several opportunities, in this and future reports, I think
the membership should consider. For
the sake of focus, I’m going to stick to
one topic today since it’s a complex
and impactful issue that will require

long-term deliberation.
I've been a polygraph examiner for
the Texas Department of Public Safety
since 2001 and have held numerous
leadership roles in my agency since
that time including serving as director
of the Texas DPS Law Enforcement Polygraph School. Most recently, I was appointed as a major over the Texas DPS
Training Academy. I’ve been a member of the APA since 2004, and since
that time I have not missed a seminar.
I have served as your, vice-president,
president-elect, president, chairman
of the board, and now after a year off
the board, a director. As a member
and officer, I’ve chaired the ethics and
grievance committee and served as
members of several other committees
including the seminar committee. I
have also assisted in writing several
of the APA’s model policies, standard
operating procedures, and portions of
our bylaws and standards of practice.
From a polygraph perspective, I am
not an academic; I’m a practitioner. A
part of my background that shapes the
way I view the APA and its operations
is that I hold a black belt in Lean/Six
Sigma and my graduate degree is in
quality systems management. Quite
simply, my formal education and what
I enjoy is seeking out inefficiencies in
the workplace and recommending
solutions to improve them.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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most accurate information out to our
members. This project is taking a bit
of time but I am hot on it and will continue my search. I hope to have this
out to you by Christmas for all to look
over.

From the Board

One inefficiency apparent to me is the
size and structure of the APA Board of
Directors (BOD). It's my opinion that
the size and continually changing
leadership within the BOD limit the
APA's potential for growth and evolution. Through a series of incremental
modifications, the BOD has swollen to
15 voting and non-voting members.
In my opinion, this growth has made
the BOD inefficient due to having so
many board members with varying visions and interests that its difficult for
the board to focus on any single goal
long enough to see it to fruition. Additionally, effectively managing the various personalities and ambitions of a
board this size is a full-time job for the
president and detracts from the president’s own goals and agenda.
While no one can argue the APA has
enjoyed a steady stream of great men
and women serving as president, this
luxury may be soon coming to an end
as a consequence of one-year presidential terms exhausting the pool of
polygraph professionals willing to invest the time and energy it takes to
serve on a work-intensive board. A
warning sign of my assumption is that
seven past-presidents are serving as
ex-officio and elected board members
right now. What I see as a more significant weakness of our short presidential terms is that every president
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begins his or her term with a brand
new agenda with not enough time to
generate the support necessary to implement it. Many years ago, the APA
attempted to remedy this issue with
the president-elect system, but being
a president-elect and watching others
serve in this capacity has left me feeling certain this is not the best model
to focus on long-range goals.
Before I go any further, I want to be
clear that there's no question in my
mind the APA is evolving in a healthy
way. Its membership and seminars
continue to swell, its publications
continue to improve in volume and
quality, it continues to pursue best
polygraph practices, and it continues
to offer ever-increasing professional
resources. My concern is whether the
pace of our growth is sufficient. As we
continue to accelerate, so does the
rest of the world and so does technology. I just think that we could be even
better.
So how do we get even better? We
could add another year to the president’s term to provide our leader with
an additional year to carry out an agenda. The downside of adding an extra
year to the current president-elect/
president/chairman of the board
structure is that it would make serving
as president a four-year commitment.

It’s my opinion that the clear solution
to maintaining continuity and focus
on an agreed upon strategic plan is
through the hiring of a full-time executive officer. This officer could be guided and held accountable by the BOD to
achieve several objective benchmarks
such as increased, revenue, increased
membership, and increased seminar
size. Additionally, an executive officer
would be responsible for representing the APA in the scientific community and be a full-time advocate for the
expanded use of polygraph in parole,
probation, and other community safety arenas.
So, why don’t we already have an executive officer when most professional organizations of our size and stature

do? The most common reason I hear
is that executive officers can become
too powerful. I’m not an expert when
it comes to hiring such a position, but I
would think the APA could address this
issue through a clearly written job description with defined job responsibilities that indicate to whom and what
they are accountable. Additionally, I
think the best way to limit an APA executive officer's power is to limit their
involvement in the polygraph industry
strictly. Restricting participation in the
polygraph industry also eliminates potential conflicts of interest that could
compromise trust in this leadership
position. Thus, to not have a conflict
of interest, the APA executive officer
could not engage in any polygraph
related activities for remuneration. In
my opinion, the best executive officer
should have strong leadership, organization, and management skills and
may not be a polygraph examiner at
all.
But what if he or she can’t do the job or
fail to make an impact? Any executive
officer accepting this position should
enter into an agreement with the APA
to accomplish a defined set of duties
and achieve some reasonable benchmarks. If the executive officer can't do
the job, the agreement should provide
the BOD with the ability to fire them.
One way to verify whether the execuAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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I’m in favor of this move, but I seem
to be in the minority on this idea, and
it may further limit those who are interested in running for president. Regardless of whether we move to, four
year terms, APA presidents are still
part-time members of the BOD trying
to balance full-time jobs and doing
the best they can not to allow their
current and future career interests influence their board actions. Moreover,
longer terms don’t correct the issue of
continually shifting visions and agendas or worse yet, presidents that don’t
have either.

From the Board

tive officer is making an impact would
be to require them to submit reports
to the BOD and membership on regular intervals that detail how the APA is
progressing toward its goals.
Does the APA have the financial means
to hire an executive officer? In my
opinion, it’s costing the APA money
right now not to hire one. As I mentioned earlier, an executive officer
should work full-time to increase and
retain the valued members of this association. A larger membership raises revenue through increased dues.
Additionally, a healthy portion of the
executive officer’s salary could be
offset by the executive officer taking
on such roles as seminar chair, which
we already pay an ex-officio officer a
healthy stipend to do. An executive
officer would also eliminate the need
for eight director positions on the
board. In my opinion, eight directors
don’t add any more value than six and
cost the APA thousands per year in
travel and per diem to attend board
meetings and seminars. I think the
reason the APA has eight director positions is not to overburden part-time
board members with all of the operational tasks that need constant attention such as leading and guiding committees such as ethics and grievance,
membership, awards, school accreditation, etc. An executive director could
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assist in many of these responsibilities,
and this could easily allow the board
to reduce to six directors. Six directors
plus a president, president-elect and
chairman of the board still offer nine
voting board members, which is more
than an adequate number of voices
to guide the organization and ensure
sound decisions prevail.
Hiring an executive officer and restructuring the board of directors more efficiently and productively is just one of
many issues I plan to discuss with the
board and membership in the coming
months. I’m sure there any many more
concerns with hiring an executive officer and I hope to hear them so we can
ensure we have all the information before taking any deeper dives into such
a major step for the association. One
thing I know with certainty is there
are a lot more questions that must be
asked and answered gain clarity on
this issue. I think the first step is to design and gain consensus on an executive officer job description so it will
become more explicit about what will
be expected of such a position. Please
feel free to reach out to me if you have
any concerns or ideas on this topic. In
the next article, I hope to discuss ways
to increase domestic violence testing.
As always, thank you for all you do to
make your communities safe places to
pursue happiness.

Raymond Nelson
Director

As always, when working with people

Change and progress, and politics, also
depend fundamentally on the correct unstructured space and correct
tension to stimulate the motivation
and activity for creative solutions to
emerge. Creativity and change. Without some defined space for the mess
and ambiguity of the creative process
then we’d never learn anything new
– and if we did learn something new
we’d not make use of it. Think about
it, if everything everywhere were perfectly uniform and orderly, then individuals would be irrelevant and interchangeable or replaceable, and we
would have no interest in every developing or making use of any new inAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Greetings APA members. We are back
to work and in full swing now, having
returned from the recent APA conference in the great City of Austin, Texas.
Although perhaps not quite as large
as other recent conferences in (Las Vegas or maybe Orlando) the APA conference was well attended by examiners from across the U.S. and numerous
other countries. From my perspective
the variety and diversity of the annual
conference is just part of the important
value of the APA. This year saw conference sessions on wide array of topics
from everyday field practice to scientific abstractions and also managing
and using the polygraph in acute or
unusual circumstances. Austin itself is
a terrific place for a conference and can
definitely offer something interesting
(or weird) for just about everyone. APA
President Duncan has a good vision
for this year, and we are getting underway immediately. The Board itself
is a veritable powerhouse of diverse
experience. This is sure to be a great
asset to the Board and the APA, even
as much as it can make for interesting
moments of discussion from time to
time.

from different backgrounds, different
neighborhoods, different time-zones
– and sometimes even different languages, part of the first challenge is
to take the time to appreciate all that
is great about our differences - even
though it can feel uncertain and may
require extra effort at the beginning.
In the end, having worked through
the superficial difficulties of different
perspectives, we are rewarded with
better solutions for all as a result of our
tolerance for the chaos of diversity. For
me, appreciation and enjoyment of
differences always seems much easier when we start by recognizing that
there are in reality more similarities
than differences.

From the Board

formation or knowledge. Sounds dismal to me – like a totalitarian regime
from a bad movie or dystopian novel.
But thankfully that is not reality, individuals do matter, and people are not
interchangeable – and it is our obligation to make use of new information
and new knowledge.
Transitions of leadership are another
example of a potentially messy processes that can be well served by carefully bounded social and conceptual
spaces where these can occur. Elections, for example, represent a continuous process of transition. Some
countries have evidently felt that they
would be better served by permanent
leadership without periodic review
and planned transition. Time will tell
how this works out when the need for
transition becomes inevitable, but if
history is any indication or lesson, then
the planned and periodic election and
transition process has ultimately, and
consistently, tended to lead to much
less drama and upheaval.
With that in mind, I’d like to say THANK
YOU to all who voted in the election –
and especially to those who voted for
my continued role on the Board. Neither communities nor professional associations will be well served without
periodic thoughtful review of whether
the leaders do or do not continue to
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serve their constituents. Periodic elections are an opportunity to provide
feedback in the form of a vote of confidence or a vote to replace the leadership with others whose goals more
closely align with the goals and needs
of the constituents. I have short list of
a few more things that I’d like to help
the profession with before I start to
back away professional politics. Again,
thank you to all who voted. Of course,
if you did not vote for me, then please
feel free to contact me and advise me
of how I and the other members of the
Board can be of maximum help and
service to you.
You can probably easily guess that my
main interests are in improvements
in our ability to make use of science
and technology as we proceed into a
future that may increasingly involve
other technologies for credibility assessment. Put simply, I do not believe
we can address tomorrow’s problems
with yesterday’s solutions. One difficulty in all this is, that we may not completely know what exactly tomorrow’s
challenges are. And so, it’s best to be
ready for anything. Ready in terms of
technology. Ready in terms of able
and adaptive leadership. Ready, so
that we’re not someday caught by surprise – and that means ready to make
use of new information.

Washington understood well that no
position of leadership is permanent –
nor should it be. He understood from
intuition and experience and that
there are serious hazards that will accompany any form of leadership without well-planned and periodic transitions. Prior to the founding of the U.S,
the history of the world has provided
numerous examples of the potential
for crisis and violence when faced

with a transition of leadership in the
absence of a clear and orderly plan.
There are also several historical examples of the pattern of decline that can
occur when communities move away
from systems of elected representatives’ leadership to overly centralized
and permanent leadership roles.
Periodic elections are simply the best
form of planned transition in leadership. Elections are a process that ensure that leaders work for the people
they lead. Elections are also an opportunity to non-violently fire and
replace leaders when necessary. And
elections are an opportunity to recruit
and develop new and different leadership talent that can respond to new
and emerging situations and priorities. Simply because they are periodic,
elections permit more rapid change
of leadership than would otherwise
occur. That is intentional. When leaders are not subject to periodic election and replacement – when they are
assured of their continued leadership
without a planned and periodic job
performance review in the form of
a fair and open election – the result
is often that leaders no longer serve
their constituents. Instead the constituents serve the leader, whose main
objective is inevitably and primarily to
remain in the leadership role.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Elections, of course, can feel to some
like periods of angst and uncertainty,
but this is all part of the careful design of an association that must plan
to persist into the future with stability
– regardless of the individual personalities or participants. Elections mean
transitions. Planned transitions. Safe
and orderly transitions. Ever since the
first U.S. President, George Washington, to the surprise of other nations
around the world, declined to run
again and be easily elected to a third
term of office. Although it would have
been tempting for most everyone to
be comfortable with simply re-electing and re-electing him, Washington,
in his immense wisdom, recognized
that the health and integrity and future of a political organism – whether
a country or a professional association
– is vitally dependent on its ability to
plan for and accomplish safe and orderly transitions of leadership.

From the Board

The ability to elect leaders is an innovation that removes the need to wait
years or decades for an incumbent
leader to expire – and reduce the need
to find other ways to remove or replace leadership that without having
to engage in violence or unlawful activity. Put simply elections are a device
to ensure that leaders can be fired and
replaced. Elections both invite and require participation from constituents
who are likely to become less involved
– and less empowered, and even apathetic – if they come to expect that
their leaders will remain in power for
the duration of their career or lifetime.
In my view there are two kinds of
scary governments – and this can be
generalized to professional politics –
governments that change too quickly
and cannot maintain stability for their
constituents, and governments that
change so slowly that they neglect the
needs of their constituents by serving
only their own objective of not changing at times change.
Planned elections and planned transition of leadership are an amazing ambitious example of the human spirit.
However, one thing seems certain to
me. Leadership in politics, including
professional politics, is different than
the leadership needed during times
of crisis. Just as they say that insanity
is for people who cannot handle reali37
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ty, politics is not for those who cannot
tolerate different points of view. Politics without differences would be monarchial or dictatorial politics – or at
best one-party politics. One has only
to look around our small world today
to easily assess the value and success
of one-party systems. The most important social ideas in the history of
humankind is the notion of working
together despite differences.
The APA Board is an interesting thing,
and it’s a marvel to be a part of it. The
Board has, in recent years, been remarkably productive. In the time I’ve
been serving the association we’ve
implemented a number of excellent
Model Policies – PCSOT and Public
Safety Applicant Screening, (actually these were before I was elected to
the Board, but I had a hand in writing
them), Examinee Suitability, Records
Retention, Post-Conviction Domestic Violence Screening, and more recently Quality Assurance, and Domestic Fidelity. Underneath all of this is a
set of operational policies that more
clearly define the processes and procedures of how things are to be done.
We helped with legal discussions and
provided excellent training around
the world. The Bylaws and Standards
were re-written – the corporate status
reviewed, and important ongoing administrative duties – such as confer-

Most positive changes in the history of
the world can be attributed to people
actively working through the chaos
of different goals and objectives. Politics is the process of creating a space
to provide safe containment of the
little bit of chaos as people strive to
work together. But the process itself is
not for those with weak stomachs. To
paraphrase John Godfrey Saxe “Law
and politics – sometimes is best not to
actually see them being made” (sometimes mis-attributed to Otto Von Bismark). Politics is all about working
together despite differences in background and experience. For people
accustomed to everyone rowing the
same direction in perfect rhythm – like

a well-trained Olympic crew – politics
will seem like a chaotic cluster-form of
human activity. It’s not until we step
back and see the big picture that we
see that it actually does work.
Elections – and all the inherent chaos
– are the exact point of difference between freedom and some alternative
to freedom. Elections mean that leaders work for people. Without elections
it has always tended to be the opposite – people work for the leaders. In
business, of course, people work for
bosses, business owners, managers,
investors and stock-holders. And, of
course, times of crisis call for more
centralized leadership. This is because
periods of crisis are often characterized by a need for decisive action,
concerted effort and strict discipline
in order to achieve the very difficult
– almost super-human – objective of
resolving the crisis. Put simply periods
of crisis are rarely resolves unless everyone is pulling the same direction
– in which case a highly centralize,
even non-democratic type of leadership can be useful. Periods of calm,
in-between crisis, are supposed to
be periods of growth, rebuilding, creativity, innovation and advancement
– and all of this requires a slightly less
centralized form of leadership, one in
which leaders themselves are actually answerable to the people they lead.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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ence planning and the administration
of the school accreditation process –
have been formalized into roles that
are potentially more stable and less
potentially vulnerable to the annual
election cycle. At the same time, scientific competency and fluency has
increased considerably within the
polygraph profession – all as a result
of our tolerance for the seemingly chaotic process of change and progress. I
hope we never lose this in favor of an
imposed order. Although imposed order and persistent unquestioned leadership is at times necessary, it is also
associated with periods of stagnation
and lack of progress.

From the Board

There is no better way to accomplish
this than the process of well-planned
and periodic elections. Thanks to everyone who voted.

Roy Ortiz
Director
Election/ Seminar
I would like to thank all the APA members, who participated in the last election and for the opportunity to serve
as a member of the Board of Directors.
My goals are to be your servant, serving the needs of all members, with the
ultimate goal of being constantly focused on the APA’s Mission Statement.
The APA’s 53rd seminar in Austin, Texas was extremely successful. From the
opening ceremony with President Jamie McCloughan’s welcoming speech
to the closing remarks from the new
President Steve Duncan, it was first
class.
Any direction you may have explored,
towards the south where you could
see the millions of bats emerging from
the Congress Street Bridge, the north
side to visit the State Capitol Building,
a west side outing to see the sunset
at Lake Travis or a trip to the eastside
attraction of the Colorado River Park
Wildlife Sanctuary, there was some39
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thing for everyone.
The logistics in running a seminar attended by 600+ members is a daunting
task. Behind the scenes, Lisa Jacocks
and Michael Gougler and numerous
others worked countless hours to
ensure a great seminar. The seminar
speakers deserve a standing ovation
for their presentations and dedication
to the polygraph profession.
Now is the time to volunteer as a
speaker at the APA’s 54th annual seminar, being held at Orlando, Florida.
Additionally your suggestions for topics are being requested. Please contact Seminar Program Chair, Michael
Gougler to volunteer or make suggestions.
Do not forget your business cards for
the next seminar, introduce yourself
and make a new friend. Put yourself
in the shoes of a new member- first
time seminar attendee or someone
from another country. Remember the
closer we are, the stronger the APA becomes.
Awards Committee (Recognition
and Accolades)
I would like to ask for the assistance
of all APA members, in nominating
members for distinguished service to

The various state polygraph, governmental agencies and APA affiliates, all
have outstanding polygraph examiners, who no doubt deserved to be
recognized. The APA is an educational
non-profit organization that can not
function without your help. Your nominations are highly regarded and appreciated.
Professional Development Committee (PDC)
The role of the PDC is to review and
approve advanced polygraph training. Once approved by the PDC, this
training is recognized for “Continuing
Education Hours”. The newly designed
approval form (Designed by Barry
Cushman) is now posted on the APA’s
website. Submissions for advanced
training require: an attendance log,
speaker resumes, topic/ training outline and an APA seminar critique. This
is another task that is impossible without the help of Lisa Jacocks. She initially receives the request, forwards it
to PDC, prepares the approval letter

and documents each “work action” for
future reference.
International Relations Committee
(IRC)
The IRC is focused on sharing information with everyone around the world,
thus shrinking the world and APA
members becoming more like neighbors. Each country has its own distinct
laws governing polygraph. The APA
currently has over 4,000 members,
with the largest growth, being from
foreign countries. Members from foreign countries are encouraged to submit articles about polygraph in their
country, including both historical and
present day practices. APA member
Said Khamzin (Private sector examiner/ Florida resident) has volunteered
to be a member of the IRC. Please forward your submissions or questions
to Said or me. (Refer to Member Directory)
Technology Junction
This new Newsletter topic is focused
on educating polygraph examiners
about technology: phone applications, software and hardware. These
three primary subjects will hopefully
expand your options in dealing with:
personal matters, business issues and
polygraph.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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the polygraph profession. The process of selecting award recipients
from: private sector, law enforcement
and governmental agencies, can only
be accomplished with input from all
“fields”. Please refer to the APA website
for each award’s criteria.

From the Board

Many of you have heard the concept:
polygraph is an investigative tool
to help solve crime. The technology
tools that will be discussed, will serve
as tools to assist polygraph examiners
(work smarter). If you have a favorite
phone application, software program
or hardware device, you are encouraged to share it with us. You may contact volunteer William Gillespie (Private sector examiner/ Hawaii resident)
or me with your submissions or questions. (Refer to Member Directory)
Phone App – NumReceipt
The NumReceipt “phone app” is a
scanner app that is designed for tracking expenses and paper receipts. This
“app” operates like a camera, generates charts and scans documents.
This free “app” can be found online at
either the Apple App Store or the Android Play Store.
You can use the “help document” for
easy navigation. You can also crop and
append your receipt, before uploading it. For additional help, you can contact: support@numreceipt.com. This
smart app has an OCR scanner, which
helps to manage personal/ business
receipts easily and act as a true expense manager application. The NumReceipt scanner can be accessed from
a browser to view your expenses at
41
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any time or anywhere from any device
with a browser.
I hope you find this and future suggestions, helpful and educational.

Erika Thiel
Director
Hello,
First off, I want to thank everyone at
the APA Seminar in Austin who spent
some time getting to know me. I met
so many incredible examiners with
great questions, thoughts and ideas!
Not only that, but many of you applied
to be a part of the committee I chair of
and I could not be more excited about
that!
This news brings me such great excitement about the examiners who are a
part of the APA. It shows me that the
message that I have been stressing
over time and time again in many of
my board reports is being heard! It
is time to step up! It is time to realize
that new voices, new names, and new
ideas are the future of polygraph. It is
the understanding that without newness, we cannot move forward! Many
of you came up to me to ask how we
can re-approach ATSA about their
controversial decision about testing
juvenile offenders. Even if I was not

able to deliver an immediate answer,
you were all able to brainstorm ideas
with me on how you can make a bigger impact in your area.

I will never stop encouraging this.
Hola,
Antes que nada, quiero agradecerles
a todos en el Seminario de APA en
Austin, quienes pasaron algún tiempo conociéndome. ¡Conocí a tantos
examinadores increíbles con grandes
preguntas, pensamientos e ideas! No
solo eso, sino que muchos de ustedes
pidieron ser parte del comité del cual
yo soy el presidente y ¡no podría estar
más entusiasmada por eso!
Esta noticia me emociona tanto acerca de los examinadores que son parte
de la APA. ¡Me muestra que el mensaje
que he estado insistiendo una y otra
vez está siendo escuchado! ¡Es hora de
intensificar! Es hora de darse cuenta de
que nuevas voces, nuevos nombres y
nuevas ideas son el futuro de la poligrafía. ¡Sabemos que sin esto, no podemos avanzar! Muchos de ustedes se
acercaron a mí para preguntar cómo
podemos reabordar ATSA sobre su
polémica decisión en la evaluación de
delincuentes juveniles. Incluso cuando no fue posible proporcionar una
respuesta inmediata, todos ustedes
intercambiaron ideas conmigo sobre
cómo pueden lograr un mayor impacto en su área.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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From the Board

This is the future of our association.
As grateful as I am to have been a
part of the board for past president
McCloughan, and current president
Duncan; it alerted me to realize that
myself and Brian Morris were the only
two people on the board who are not
a past president! How are we ever going to move forward if we simply have
the same ideas being brought to the
board? How are we ever going to assure that our voices are always being
heard if new people do not step up?
We do not need kings and queens
of polygraph, we need diversity and
newness. Look what happened at the
meeting about divisional affiliates? It
is because YOU spoke up, and WE listened that we were able to realize that
there might be a better way to solve
issues. If you value that ability to be
heard, then I think it is safe to say that
you are in agreement that diversity
amongst board – to ensure all voices,
opinions, and passions are represented – is a good thing. However, we can
only achieve this if people step up.
Join the committees, get your name
out there, and run for the board! As
we continue to grow to be taken more
seriously amongst other professions,

this is a necessity.

From the Board

Este es el futuro de nuestra asociación. Estoy muy agradecida de haber
sido parte de la mesa directiva del ex
presidente McCloughan y el actual
presidente Duncan; pero me alertó el
darme cuenta que Brian Morris y yo
somos las únicas dos personas en el
consejo que no han sido presidentes
en el pasado. ¿Cómo vamos a seguir
adelante si solo tenemos las mismas
ideas en la mesa directiva? ¿Cómo vamos a asegurarnos de que nuestras
voces siempre sean escuchadas si las
nuevas personas no intervienen? No
necesitamos reyes y reinas de la poligrafía, necesitamos diversidad e innovación. Vea lo que sucedió en la
reunión sobre los afiliados. Es porque
USTED habló y NOSOTROS escucha-
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mos, que pudimos darnos cuenta que
podría haber una mejor manera de
resolver los problemas. Si usted valora esa capacidad para ser escuchado,
entonces creo que es seguro decir
que está de acuerdo en que la diversidad entre los miembros de la junta
directiva -para garantizar que todas
las voces, opiniones y pasiones estén
representadas- es algo bueno. Sin embargo, solo podemos lograr esto si las
personas participan. ¡Únase a los comites y nominese para las elecciones!
A medida que crecemos esta es una
necesidad para ser tomados con mayor seriedad por otras profesiones.
Nunca dejaré de alentar esto.

Polygraph Pro Suite

Contact us today for a competitive quote!
TF: 866.765.9770 | T: 613.507.4660 | F: 613.634.4098 | W: LimestoneTech.com
Software Tutorials & Product Information | youtube.com/limestonetechinc

Words of Wisdom
Education
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Experience

SUCCESS, Yeah You Can Make It !
By George Baranowski
Guess what’s the riskiest thing you do
is every day? The thing that requires
the most courage? You probably don’t
even give it a second thought.
The most courageous thing you do on
day-to-day basis is getting into your
car and driving down the street or the
highway. Really. We don’t think of
driving as a big risk, because we do it
safely day after day, decade after decade. But we are all aware there’s always a bunch of danger here. We all
know someone who has lost his or her
life in a car accident. It’s tragic, but it
happens all the time.

ous. We all strap ourselves in this giant tin can (Well that’s another thing,
some of us don’t even touch those
straps) but we stick ourselves in this
giant tin can and it propels us sometimes as much as 70 miles per hour
down the highway that’s surrounded
by other giant tin cans, some of which
are even pulling other huge tin cans
behind them, and you’re sometimes
passing trees, overhead construction
things, passing next to brick or cement walls and over metal pathways
that bridge us over things, sometimes
over large bodies of water, and this is
water in which these cans don’t float!

The basic act makes its danger obvi-

At all times, we’re but a moment away
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from danger, driving along, maybe
even singing a song to something like
“We Built This City (on Rock and Roll).”
And you know what? You’re just one
big sneeze away from accidentally
jerking the wheel to one side or another and saying goodbye to…all of
this. Not goodbye to a few hundred
bucks, or to a little bit of your time,
or your pride or you feelings, or even
your home (or maybe something like
your retirement fund, like I might be
interested in someday soon). Goodbye to all of it. Your very existence.
And yet, we all do it anyway, without
fear, because we accept that some
measure of risk is a part of life at all
times. You can’t help but see all that
flooding and hurricane terror that
was happening in the Carolinas just

recently and the disaster it caused, or
the people who died in that hurricane
in Puerto Rico, or the catastrophes
that those wildfires caused in California. And yet, we all do it anyway, and
remarkably some do this without fear.
You hear people say things like, “Yeah,
I know I’m supposed to evacuate, but I’m
staying anyway.”
No one is ever completely safe. Lightning could strike. A meteor could
come crashing through the ceiling,
or these days when we’re outside we
could get hit by a falling drone. We all
take the risk of driving our cars for the
same reason that the chicken crosses
the road: We want to get on the other
side.
The reward outweighs the risk. UnAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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derstanding, that is the key to appreciating this and realizing the courage
you have within you. Envision for a
moment that reward feeling of guiding that courage you have within you
to do the job of conducting important polygraph examinations, those
for which you have been trained to
accomplish so professionally, and are
so vital to many situations, and to so
many tested individuals.
Other rewards could be quite personal such as reshaping your own health
or helping a family member, or maybe a close friend overcome problems.
The risk factors don’t seem so scary after all, do they? Of course rewards are
worth the risk.
Also, I remember reading somewhere
years ago that success is impossible
without the courage to act. I think I
read this about basic psychology information when I was studying Forensic Hypnosis years ago. I think it added
that you had to act boldly and success
can require taking creative risks (which
could also mean pissing off some people sometimes if necessary). I guess
we’re talking about gambling on your
own self-esteem, or in another sense,
your worth.
But think about it, you don’t find many
successful individuals, entrepreneurs,
or respected polygraph legends who
47
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ever admit to be adverse to risk. Personally, I already know how courageous you are. You had the courage
to read this article. I guess you can say
that there are calculated risks around
us every day. Only you know how
badly you want that success, and you
know what? “Yeah, you can make it.”

60 Years of
Academic Excellence
I N P OLYG R A PH EDUCATION
Founded by the Grand Master of Polygraph – Cleve Backster
Backster School of Lie Detection is dedicated to continuing his tradition
of excellence. At Backster you’ll learn the most modern polygraph techniques.

Basic Polygraph Examiner Course
September 10 - November 16, 2018. Denver, CO.
January 14 - March 22, 2019. San Antonio, TX.

Advanced Polygraph Training Course
September 24, 2018 Serbia.
October 15, 2018 Sacramento, CA.
November 5, 2018 Ottawa, ON.

BAC K ST E R . N E T
Visit our website for upcoming
sessions and school registration.
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Improving Polygraph Scoring Accuracy by
Understanding Polygraph's Gaussian Data
Distribution Variations for Each Data Channel, and
A Method for Correction of the Variations when
Combining Channel Scores
by Bruce White

History: Back in about 1998 I discovered that populations of polygraph
data scores varied from being a normal Gaussian distribution in different
ways for each data channel. Once understood, it was clear that much of the
potential accuracy of polygraph was
being lost by existing practices, and
could be improved. In particular, the
semi-Gaussian nature of polygraph
was misusing the tail, and offset, and
kurtotoc shape information of the distributions when combining channel
scores. For commercial reasons I chose
to keep this secret because of the
scoring algorithm insight advantage
that it gave me commercially. I have
now chosen to release this earlier part
49
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of my STARR research to the broader
polygraph community. STARR stands
for ‘Statistically Adaptive Regional Ratios’
The Problem: Polygraph’s separate
data channels have different score
distribution shapes as shown in their
different DI and NDI Semi- Gaussian
offsets, Kurtotic values, and skew. In
short, Polygraph score distributions
for each channel have shapes that are
notably different from each other. If
the channel scores are simply added
together without adapting to their
differences, then information and accuracy is significantly lost.

Visual description:

Illustration with confirmed polygraph channel shapes for a score distribution
database for a handscore base 3 dataset
With 792 confirmed DI subject’s:
And 294 confirmed NDI subject’s:
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As can be seen, the real polygraph
score distributions for the different
channels each have notably different
offsets, skews, and kurtotic values.
The PLE channel distribution shape
is not yet included, as I am still building up a score database shape for that
channel. At present the PLE appears
to somewhat resemble the Electro
dermal but those PLE’s with low quality signal need to be set to 0 as I described in the APA journal in 2017.
Solution:
I have made 2 solutions to this problem:
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The first was a special form of custom
normalization I designed that partially corrected the offset and kurtotic
tail problem, but in the end, while an
improvement from present scoring
methods, was still wasteful of information. So I approached it differently. By forming regional ratios of the DI
and NDI probabilities, as seen in a segmented histogram as derived by using the whole scoring population as a
template. The easiest scoring method
to illustrate for this is for hand scores.
Because, the hand score horizontal regions are self-defining as an integer,
because of the scoring is also done in
whole integers.

In a similar way for the pneumo

The individual subjects’ channel region ratios are then combined, not
their raw value.
Any individual polygraph subjects
channel scores for a chart may straddle different regions of the total database of confirmed subjects score
distributions. But, by combining them
in this manner a more accurate score
is made with less wasted information
for an individual polygraph subjects
score.

Next White STARR deconvolution was
applied to floating point measurements of polygraph channels scoring
using NACA test data analysis rules for
pneumo, cardio, and electro-dermal.
The following graph uses the same
1086 confirmed polygraph charts as
shown earlier. As with the integer
hand scores, these floating point values use red for confirmed deceptive
exams and green for confirmed non
deceptive exams.
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Notice the dramatic improvement in
DI and NDI separation after STARR deconvolution.
Summary of part 1: A deconvolution
method called STARR ‘Statistically
Adaptive Regional Ratios (generation
1) corrects for polygraph data score
distributions shape variations across
polygraphs different channels with
regard to their differing offsets, kurtosis values, skewness, and irregular tail
shapes.
Additional note: A natural result of
polygraph channels having different score distribution shapes, is that
weighting a channels score, according to a channels overall strength can
badly damage other channels exclusive tail information.
Part 2
Generation 2 of STAR: CHANNEL
DATA PATTERN MINING:
Once STARR deconvolution has corrected the natural distortions always
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present in polygraph channels, I found
that just like in my background in the
seismic industry as I had done previously, I could search for other polygraph data patterns what were previously hidden. This is similar to what I
used to do in Seismic signal processing. In the seismic signal processing
industry there are typically one or
more kinds of deconvolution filters
applied to raw seismic data, and only
then other signal processing tools are
used to extract features of interest.
Conceptually, the seismic signal processing industry is a good model for
the polygraph signal processing to
model itself after in many ways.
I will show some of the more obvious
and striking patterns that can be seen
in polygraph data after STARR deconvolution.
In the first example there is a 2-d scatter plot of the standard deviation of P,
sc, and BP after deconvolution is plotted against the power average of the
same three values after STARR deconvolution.

After reflection on what this above
graph shows, it is that if a particular
charts separate channels are in agreement in their scores, then they have
a low standard deviation between
them. Notice the highly organized linear features to the left and to the right
side of the above graph where there
is a high degree of ‘resonance’. When
the charts within these ‘lines’ are visually viewed by a trained examiner, the
common description is that they are
‘blind man charts’ or extremely easy
to score.
Notice the 3 green dots on the right
side of the graph that appear to be
false calls. Upon closer inspection all 3
appear to have improper question formulation that would lead to a deceptive reaction to a truthful classification. Upon request I will supply these
charts to researchers.

This above graph is only one example
of post deconvolution pattern mining.
I have found dozens of other primary patterns to mine, but the number
of undiscovered post deconvolution
useful patterns are likely much greater.
I will give a variety of example polygraph pattern mining graphs but I
should mention that the blue dots
represent layered mining of already
mined exclusively DI points by previous graphs. Perhaps a bit confusing,
but the purpose here is to illustrate
what deconvolution and subsequent
pattern mining can do in developing
new algorithms.
So, here are some examples of polygraph pattern mining graphs generated in Axcitons polygraph research
program.
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Generation 3 of STAR: Deals with
adapting to specialized polygraph
population’s with extreme base rates,
such as the intelligence community, or
post convection review polygraph applications. I will discuss this privately
with well-intentioned individuals, but
for now it is not for general release.
The Star program is free for download
as part of the AxcitonX free download
at www.axciton.com

©FotoliaLLC/ Jakub Krechowicz
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Feel free to contact me if you wish to
know more about higher accuracy
‘STAR’ polygraph scoring.
Bruce White
bruce@axciton.com
or Oksana@axciton.com

Practical Polygraph: How to Perform a Field
Functionality Check

©FotoliaLLC/niroworld

by Ben Blalock and Raymond Nelson
Most modern computerized polygraphs require no field calibration to
function effectively. However, it may
remain important, on some occasions,
to verify that the recording sensors
are in adequate functional condition
and capable of capturing and recording information of normal interpretable quality. For this reason, hardware
devices have remained commercially available to help examiners check
for problems or verify the functionality of the polygraph instrument and
polygraph sensors. In field settings, it
is also possible to verify correct func57
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tionality or ascertain the presence of
problems in field settings using simple procedures that do not involve an
additional device.
There is no specification or requirement for periodically checking the
functionality of computerized polygraph instruments. Functionality
check procedures no known effect on
the validity of a polygraph test. Problems or faults with polygraph recording sensors are likely to be observed
and corrected immediately during an
exam. For practical purposes, the ac-

quaintance test will serve as a de-facto functionality check. There may,
however, be times in which a field examiner may wish to conduct a Field
Functionality Check to ascertain the

functionality of a polygraph instrument and recording sensors – such
as when a recording sensor problem
is suspected or for some high-value
polygraph cases.

The following is a simple procedure
that can be executed for virtually any
polygraph instrument in any field setting, without reliance on additional
devices that may not be immediately
available.

into a large coffee cup)
Ensure the computer date and
time are correct
Launch and log into the polygraph software
Create a new polygraph exam
identified with the instrument
serial number. If subsequent
functionality checks will not
be recorded in the same exam
then you can include the current
date and your name in the exam
name. (Some systems use arbitrary exam names).
If an examinee name is required
use “Functionality Check.” If an
examinee date-of-birth is required use the current date one

4.
5.
6.

Preparation for the field functionality
check:
1. Visually inspect all sensors for
damage
2. Connect all sensors to the polygraph instrument and connect
the instrument to the computer
3. Wrap the cardio cuff around a jar,
water bottle or similar sturdy object (the cuff can also be inserted

7.
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year earlier.
8. Initialize the data acquisition.
(Some systems require that you
initialize a new Series.)
9. Adjust the gain for all sensors
to any value equal to or greater
than 1.
10. Select the “Functionality Check”
template
The Field Functionality Check question template should include the following items
1.

X
Start the functionality check
2. C
Cardio sensor check
3. TR
Thoracic respiration
sensor check
4. AR Abdominal respiration sensor check
5. EDA Electrodermal sensor
check
6. VM Vasomotor
sensor
check
7. ACT Activity sensor check
8. Leak Start the one-minute
leak-down check
9. LEnd End the one-minute
leak-down check
10. XX End the functionality
check
During the functionality check, simply press the space bar briefly for each
item in the question template. It is not
necessary to hold the space for the
59
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duration of each sensor check, nor is
it necessary to press the space bar to
enter an answer for each item. Wait
for the question timer to expire before
proceeding to each subsequent item
in the question template.
Enter a comment or annotation for
each sensor to indicate whether the
sensor passes the sensor check (i.e.
OK) or indicate if a sensor fault is observed. It may also be possible to enter
notes into the exam, instead of adding
comments or annotations to the chart
data, to document correct functionality for each sensor.
After ensuring that the polygraph instrument is connected and initialized
(i.e., acquired data are displayed onscreen), the procedure for the functionality check is as follows:
•

Inflate the cuff to around 100
mmHg and squeeze it several
times. Adjust the cuff pressure to
65 mmHg and pinch the clamp.

•

Start the recording of the chart
data.

•

X. Start the functionality check
Tap the space bar to start functionality check, then wait a few
seconds before proceeding.

•

Tap the space-bar to check abdominal respiration transducer.
Stimulate the respiration chest
assembly by stretching it about
¼ inch or ½ cm, then hold for 5
to 10 seconds and release. (This
can be accomplished by holding
one end of the sensor firmly on
a desk or table with the beaded-chain extended over the
edge, and then stretching the
sensor by the length of one or
two beads.) The tracing should
rise, hold, then return. Enter an
“OK” annotation or comment to
indicate the abdominal respiration sensor is functioning as expected.

C. Cardio Sensor Check.
Tap the space-bar to check cardiograph response. Squeeze
or press the cuff causing about
2mmHg increase in pressure,
then hold for 5 to 10 seconds
and release. You should see a
deflection in the tracing. Enter
an “OK” annotation or comment
to indicate the cardio sensor is
functioning as expected.

•

TR. Thoracic Respiration Sensor
Check.
Tap the space-bar to check thoracic respiration transducer.
Stimulate the respiration chest
assembly by stretching it about
¼ inch or ½ cm, then hold for 5
to 10 seconds and release. (This
can be accomplished by holding
one end of the sensor firmly on
a desk or table with the beaded-chain extended over the
edge, and then stretching the
sensor by the length of one or
two beads.) The tracing should
rise, hold, then return. Enter an
“OK” annotation or comment to
indicate the thoracic respiration
sensor is functioning as expected.

•

AR. Abdominal Respiration Sensor Check.

•

EDA. Electrodermal
Check.

Sensor

Tap the space-bar to check EDA
sensor response. Touch the unattached EDA leads together, then
release or separate them. This
should cause signal to deflect
sharply. Enter an “OK” annotation
or comment to indicate the electrodermal sensor is functioning
as expected.
•

PO2. Vasomotor Sensor Check.
Tap the space-bar to check vasomotor sensor response. Pinch
open the vasomotor sensor and
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point the open end towards a
window or light source for a few
seconds, then point the sensor
away from the light source. The
signal should deflect noticeably
and then stabilize or return. Enter an “OK” annotation or comment to indicate the vasomotor
sensor is functioning as expected.
•

thoracic respiration sensor to an
empty chair. Tap space bar to initiate the one-minute leak-down
check. Leave all components
connected, and record data for
one minute from Leak to Lend.
•

Tap the space bar to end leakdown check. The cardio and respiration sensor data should not
move more than 1 or 2 chart divisions during the one-minute
leak-down check. Movement
of more than 2 chart divisions
during the one-minute period
(approximately the time for two
polygraph questions) may indicate a sensor fault. Enter an “OK”
annotation or comment to indicate if the instrument and sensors have passed the one-minute leak-down check.

ACT. Activity Sensor Check.
Tap the space-bar to check seat
activity sensor response. With
the seat activity sensor on a
firm surface, lightly tap or press
down on the activity sensor with
your hand for a few seconds. You
should see a deflection in the
tracing, and the tracing should
stabilize when the activity/stimulation has ended. Enter an “OK”
annotation or comment to indicate the activity sensor is functioning as expected.
•

•

Leak. One-minute leak-down
Check.
Tap the space-bar to start the
one-minute leak-down check.
First ensure that the cardio cuff
is inflated to 65mmHg and attached to a stable object such as
a jar, water bottle or coffee cup.
Then attach the abdominal and
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LEnd. End of One-minute Leakdown Check.

XX. End Functionality Check.
Tap space bar to indicate the end
of the functionality check. Enter
a final “OK” comment or annotation to indicate that the instrument and all recording sensors
have passed the functionality
check procedure.

•

Stop the chart recording and

save the functionality check as
documentation or evidence that
the instrument and recording
sensors are functioning as expected.
The functionality check procedure can
be conducted whenever a fault is suspected for any recording sensor. This
procedure can also be used whenever it is useful to verify that the instrument and recording sensors are functioning as intended, such as before or
after any high-value polygraph test
where the functionality of the instru-

ment may be questioned, or when
an instrument or sensor has been replaced or serviced. There is no requirement or recommendation for periodic or scheduled functionality checks.
It is also possible to verify during an
acquaintance test, with a live subject,
that each of the polygraph recording
sensors is functioning correctly. All
competent field practitioners should
be familiar with the procedures to ascertain system or sensor faults, or to
verify the correct functionality of the
polygraph and recording sensors.
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What is the PEAK Credibility Assessment
Training Center?

Objectives
Our mission is to provide governments (federal, state and local) and private individuals with
the highest quality credibility assessment training and consulting services available. We will
help our students utilize best practices and leading edge scientific procedures.

Our Vision
Benefit the credibility assessment profession and enhance security and safety worldwide.

PEAK Credibility Assessment Training Center was formed under
the leadership and guidance of its director, Ben Blalock. Ben is well
known for his knowledge of polygraph, the exceptional nature of his
training courses, as well as his personal approach in the classroom.
Testimonial: “Ben Blalock’s method of instruction results in examiners
that know how to stay abreast of developments in polygraph and remain
able to conduct examinations that withstand professional, scientific, and
legal scrutiny.” - T. Coffey

For more information about our courses or to register,
visit our website: www.peakcatc.com or send us an email: info@peakcatc.com
PEAK is a
subsidiary of
PEAK Credibility Assessment Training Center

www.peakcatc.com

info@peakcatc.com

2018-2019
Course Calendar
Basic Polygraph Examiner’s Course
• May 7 - July 13, 2018 (in Cape Coral, FL)
• September 4 - November 9, 2018 (in Cape Coral, FL)
• January 9 - March 15, 2019 Basic Course (in Cape Coral, FL)

Advanced Examiner’s Course
• July 23-27, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)
• March 25-29, 2019 (in Cape Coral FL)

Post Conviction Sex Offender Testing (PCSOT) Course
• July 16-20, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)
• December 3-7, 2018 (in Lafayette, IN)
• March 18-22, 2019 (in Cape Coral FL)

Use of Directed Lie Comparisons & DLST Course
• June 12-13, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)

Interview and Interrogation Course
• June 20-22, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)

Use of an Interpreter Course
• June 29, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)

Countermeasures Course
• June 19, 2018 (in Cape Coral FL)

How to Use the Utah CQT
• TBA

For more information about our courses or to register,
visit our website: www.peakcatc.com or send us an email: info@peakcatc.com
PEAK Credibility Assessment Training Center

www.peakcatc.com

info@peakcatc.com

Five Minute Science Lesson: Bayes' Theorem and
Bayesian Analysis
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by Raymond Nelson
Bayes’ theorem, also known as Bayes’
rule or Bayes’ law, is a mathematical
formula used to calculate conditional probabilities (Bayes & Price, 1763;
Grinstead & Snell, 2009; Laplace,
1774/1986; 1812). A theorem is a statement that can been demonstrated
through mathematical proof. A conditional probability (Gut, 2013; Jaynes,
2003; Kolmogorov, 1956) is the probability that some knowledge or conclusion is correct given some other information that is accepted as correct. For
example: what is the likelihood that a
person has genetic condition given a
positive result on a test for the genetic condition, with the knowledge that
65
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the test sensitivity rate is 90% and the
incidence rate of the genetic condition
is 1%? Or, what is the likelihood that a
person has made truthful or deceptive
statements regarding a behavioral issue of concern? Bayesian analysis (Box
& Tiao, 1973; Jaynes, 1986; Lee, 2004;
Stigler, 1982, 1983) is the process of
using Bayes’ theorem to answer these
questions.
The fundamental challenge addressed
by Bayes’ theorem and Bayesian analysis is the calculation of some probability distribution for an unknown and
unobservable parameter. A parameter is some measurable characteristic,

often for a population though in the
case of an individual test the population may consist of a single individual. Parameters can have any value of a
set of possible values, and for this reason a parameter can also be thought
of as a variable. A variable is any item,
factor, or condition that can have any
measurable value from a set of possible values. A distribution is a set of possible values and the likelihood of each.
A probability can often be thought of
as a probability distribution. This is because every probability is associated
with other probabilities. For example,
a binomial probability of .33 can be
thought of as the distribution [.33, .67]
because .67 is the mathematical compliment of .33.
Scientists and mathematical statisticians have developed methods for
calculating or describing the theories
and math that define the shapes of
the distributions of different types of
variables so that we can calculate the
probability mass or density associated
with each possible value. Mass or density are terms that are used to describe
the proportion of observed cases, in a
sample or population, that are loaded
at any particular point on a scale. We
can also sum the series of consecutive
mass or density values to achieve a
cumulative density or cumulative distribution function for a range of locations
within a distribution.

When we know that some observed
data fit the shape of some known
distribution (i.e., any distribution for
which the mathematical proof or calculus is known as to the shape of the
distribution and the value at any arbitrarily chosen location), we can then
use our knowledge of the statistical
distribution to make inferences about
the likelihood for the observed data.
For example, when we know that the
heights of the population of adult
persons fit a normal distribution, and
when we know the characteristics or
parameters of that distribution (e.g.,
mean and standard deviation), we can
use the statistical distribution to make
inferences about an observed measurement for a single person. In other
words, we can estimate that the individual is taller or shorter than some
proportion of the population. It is important to note that we are making an
inference about the observed information (an individual case) not the population.
Inverse Probability – The Probability
of Causes
Whereas frequentist probability statements can be made only about observed phenomena – the frequency of
occurrence compared to the number
of possible occurrences – Bayes’ theorem is used when we want to make
inferences about an unobserved or
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unobservable parameter, such as the
unobserved cause of some observed
data. For this reason, Bayes’ theorem
was initially conceived of as a solution
to the problem of inverse probability.
For example: when we have a positive
result on a medical or forensic test we
will want to know the likelihood or
probability – or the probability distribution – that the positive result is a
true-positive or false-positive. Bayes’
theorem and Bayesian analysis is useful because it allows us to make probabilistic inferences when it is not possible to observe the actual cause of
the observed data.
To calculate the probability of an unobserved – and therefore unknown
– cause, we start by thinking about,
and declaring, what is the probabilistic strength of information available to
us prior to a test or experiment. High
quality observable information is
sometimes available. For example: for
an investigation into an internal theft
of diamonds from a merchant that has
only four employees, the prior information (or prior) is simply that one or
more of the four employees is responsible. Without any other information,
the distribution of prior likelihoods for
the four employees is [.25, .25, .25, .25].
As it happens, high quality information is often not available to describe
the prior distribution. In these situa67
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tions, our objective information may
be limited to distribution of [guilty,
innocent] possibilities for the criterion state of each individual. Because
there are two possible criterion states,
and because our prior information is
insufficient to quantify one possibility
as more likely than the other, we can
express the prior probabilities as [.5,
.5] for the distribution of the unknown
criterion. Use of the equal prior distribution is often an optimal solution
when the prior information is insufficient to support the selection of one
possible classification over another.
For example, the distribution for the
unknown genetic condition for an individual can include the possible values [present, absent]. A prior probability is the quantification or description
of our knowledge prior to conducting
a test or experiment. Without more information our objective estimation of
the likelihood of the condition for any
individual is limited to our prior knowledge. If we want to make an improved
or refined estimate of the likelihood of
the genetic condition for an individual
case, we need to use Bayes theorem.
Bayes’ theorem is used to combine
the prior information with a probability distribution associated with the
observed data from a test or experiment. For example, we can combine
the prior information about the pop-

ulation prevalence or incidence rate
(i.e., base rate) of a genetic condition
with a statistical value for the distribution of [positive, negative] outcomes
from a test for that genetic condition.
Similarly, we can use Bayes’ theorem
to combine the prior distribution of
[deceptive, truthful] possibilities with
the distribution of likelihoods for [positive, negative] results from a credibility assessment test. The result or
output of a Bayesian analysis is a posterior probability distribution for the
unknown/unobservable parameter of
interest. In this way, Bayesian analysis
can also be thought of as Bayesian updating because we are updating the
prior probability to obtain a posterior
probability.
Bayes Formula
Bayes’ theorem is shown in Figure 1.
This formula has great practical value
for many areas of scientific research
and scientific testing. We often want
to know the probability of something
(A) given (B), expressed as P(A|B), but
do not have direct information about
this. However, we may have direct information about P(B|A). Bayes’ theorem allows us to calculate P(A|B) as a
function of P(B|A).

Figure 1. Bayes’ theorem.

Bayes’ theorem can also be expressed
in the form of a hypothesis test. Figure
2 shows Bayes’ theorem expressed in
this manner. Hypothesis tests of this
type can be used to calculate the probability distribution that some conclusion is correct or incorrect given the
available evidence.
Figure 2. Bayes’ theorem expressed
as a hypothesis test.

Use of Bayes’ theorem is not difficult
mathematically and requires only basic algebra. The main challenge in using this formula is in determining what
information to plug into what part of
the equation. Before proceeding further, it will be useful to define some
terms. In Figure 2, H refers to a hypothesis or conclusion, while E refers to the
available evidence or data. Following is
a list of terms shown in Figure 2:
E = Evidence or data
H = Hypothesis or conclusion
P(H | E) = Posterior probability
P(E | H) =Test sensitivity rate
P(H) = Prior probability
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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P(E) = Probability of E (true positive rate + false positive rate)
P(H | E), posterior probability, refers to
the probability that H (a hypothesis or
conclusion) is correct given the available evidence/data. P(E | H) is the likelihood of obtaining the observed data
if the hypothesis is correct, and this
can also be thought of as the test sen-

sitivity rate. P(E) is the likelihood of obtaining the observed data/evidence
regardless of whether H is correct or
incorrect, and this can be calculated as
the sum of the true-positive rate and
false-positive rate. Figure 4 shows a rearrangement of the Bayes’ formula so
that we can better understand the value P(E) and its relationship with P(H).

Figure 4. Bayes’ theorem after algebraic rearrangement.

Two new terms are included in Figure 4, including the compliment of H,
expressed as 1-H, which is used to express the false-positive rate P(E | 1-H)
and the compliment of P(H), also referred to as the prior-compliment, expressed as 1-P(H). It can be seen here
that the numerator is the product of
test sensitivity P(E | H) and prior probability P(H). The denominator is product of test sensitivity P(E | H) and pri-

or probability P(H) summed with the
product of the false-positive rate P(E
| 1-H) and prior compliment 1-P(H).
This rearrangement of Bayes’ theorem
is commonly used in medical testing
and epidemiology and can be used
with both probabilistic information
and with frequency (counting) information. Figure 5. shows the same formula using descriptive language.

Figure 5. Bayes’ theorem expressed in descriptive language.
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This version of Bayes’ theorem allows
us to see that the posterior probability is simply an update of the prior
probability based on a likelihood value
derived from the known test sensitivity rate. It is also possible to use other

likelihood statistics as long as they are
obtained in a cogent manner. Figure
6 shows a modification of the formula
using the more abstracted concept of
a likelihood value.

Figure 6. Bayes’ theorem using an abstracted likelihood statistic.

The test likelihood value is obtained
from a likelihood-function. A likelihood
function is a mathematical or statistical device used to obtain a likelihood
value for the observed test data. There
are numerous varieties of likelihood
functions, and so an abstracted or generic concept is useful to help understand the potential generalization of
Bayes’ theorem to different problem
contexts. In practice a likelihood function can be a calculated manually, or
via automated computer algorithm. A
likelihood function can also take the
form of a statistical reference table.

amples. Following are three examples,
using different types of prior information. The first example involves an
equal prior that is based on the population of possible suspects during a
criminal investigation. The second example involves the use of an unequal
prior for a criminal investigation for
which the population of suspects is
unknown while evaluating a single individual. The third and final example,
infant screening for a congenital disorder, illustrates the effect of strong prior
information on the screening context.
Example 1: Equal prior

The prior probability plays an important role in each of these formulaic
rearrangements. Our understanding
and intuition for the importance and
impact of the prior information can increased by working through some ex-

For the first example the unknown parameter of interest is the veracity of
a suspect during the investigation of
a missing vial of morphine. The suspect is an emergency medical techniAPA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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cian who had access to missing vial of
morphine. Information is insufficient
to objectively support any conclusion
that the likelihood of guilt exceeds
the likelihood of innocence for this
suspect. Table 1 shows a discrete multinomial distribution that can be used

as a likelihood function for Bayesian
analysis of polygraphic credibility
assessment test scores. What is the
likelihood that the person has been
truthful if the person has produced a
polygraphic test score of +5?

Table 1. Multinomial likelihood function for polygraphic credibility assessment
testing with 3 relevant questions, including the number of possible ways to produce each score, along with the probability mass function (pmf), cumulative distribution function (cdf), and continuity corrected cdf (cdfContCor) [from Nelson
(2017) Table 4].
Score Ways

Pmf

Cdf

CdfContCor**,†
.97
.95
.93
.91
.88
.84
.79
.74
.69
.63
.57
.50
.57
.63
.69
.74
.79
.84
.88
.91
.93
.95
.97

-11*
150
.01*
.04
-10
156
.02
.06
-9
160
.02
.08
-8
165
.03
.10
-7
168
.03
.14
-6
172
.04
.17
-5
174
.05
.22
-4
177
.05
.27
-3
178
.06
.32
-2
180
.06
.38
-1
180
.06
.44
0
181
.07
.50
1
180
.06
.56
2
180
.06
.62
3
178
.06
.68
4
177
.05
.73
5
174
.05
.78
6
172
.04
.83
7
168
.03
.86
8
165
.03
.90
9
160
.02
.92
10
156
.02
.94
11*
150
.01*
.96
* Extreme values omitted.
** Continuity correct values ensure that the estimated
value always exceeds the actual value.
†
Values in this column are shown on the upper-tail
for convenience.
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First, we need to determine the prior
probability. In this case we can estimate the prior likelihood using the
formula prior = 1 / N where N is the
number of possible conclusions. In
this case the possible conclusions include [deceptive, truthful] and so the
prior is: 1 / 2 = .5.
Prior probability = .5
Next we need to determine the likelihood statistic for the test score (+5)
using the continuity corrected cdf column in Table 1. A numerical score of
+5 is associated with a likelihood value of .79.
Likelihood = .79
From this value we can determine the
prior compliment (1-prior) and likelihood compliment (1-likelihood).
Prior compliment = .5
Likelihood compliment = .21
Using this information, we can once
again use the equation shown earlier
in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the calculation.
Figure 7. Calculation of Bayes’ theorem with the equal prior.

It can be easy to underestimate the
strength of the statistical result (.79).
For some persons the intuition will be
clearer if the probability value is transformed to an odds using the formula
odds = p / (1-p). In this example: .79
/ (1-.79) = 3.8. The posterior odds are
3.8:1. For convenience, odds are often
expressed using only natural numbers,
and so this can be rounded to 4:1. The
strength of the posterior information
for truth-telling is approximately four
times that of the prior information.
In Figure 8 it can been seen that the
posterior likelihood is the same value
as the continuity corrected cdf. Under
the equal prior condition, it is possible to skip the Bayesian math, and
proceed directly with the value from
the likelihood function or reference
table. The value of working through
the math of Bayes’ theorem is that it
provides deeper insight as to how the
prior probability and likelihood statistic are transformed into a posterior
probability estimate for the unknown
parameter of interest – in this case
deception or truth-telling. Bayesian
analysis permits probabilistic quantification where direct physical measurement is not possible. Equally important, the mathematical calculation
of Bayes’ theorem cannot be avoided
when dealing with situations that involve an unequal prior probability.
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Example 2: Unequal prior information
For this second example the unknown
parameter of interest is whether a
criminal suspect has been deceptive
or truthful during an investigation of
the disappearance of several cut diamonds from a wholesale merchant.
Prior information indicates that the
suspect of this investigation was employed at wholesale merchant and
had access to the missing diamonds.
Three other persons also had access
to the missing diamonds and are also
under investigation. Polygraphic credibility assessment testing produced a
total score of -7. Using the information
from Table 1, what is the likelihood
that the person has been truthful?
First, we need to determine the prior
probability value. Objectively, because
the person was present with three others during time the diamonds went
missing, the prior probability is not
less than 1 in 4 (25%).
Prior probability = .25
Next, we need to determine the likelihood statistic for the test score (-7).
We can see in Table 1 that a numerical
score of -7 is associated with a continuity corrected cdf of .88, (using the upper tail of the probability distribution).
This value is the likelihood statistic for
73
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the observed score.
Likelihood = .88
Next, we can determine the prior compliment and likelihood compliment so
that we have all the information needed to use the equation.
Likelihood compliment = .12
Prior compliment = .75
With this information we can use the
equation shown earlier in Figure 6.
Figure 8 shows the calculation.
Figure 8. Calculation of Bayes’ theorem with the unequal prior

The posterior likelihood is .71 for a
polygraphic credibility assessment
test score of -7. This value can be
transformed to a posterior odds by
taking .71 / (1-.71) = 2.45. To better
understand the change from prior
to posterior information we can calculate the Bayes Factor as the ratio of
the prior odds and posterior odds. The
prior odds were .25 / (1-.25) = .333, or
.333 to 1. So the Bayes Factor is 2.45 /
.333 = 7.37. For convenience, this can
be rounded to the natural numbers
7 to 1. In this example, the posterior
information indicative of deception is

7 times greater than the prior information.
Example 3: Strong prior
For the third example the unknown parameter of interest is whether a person
has a rare congenital problem. Since
the 1960s, all newborn infants are
screened for Phenylketonuria (PKU),
and other possible conditions. PKU is
a rare though potentially serious congenital problem involving decreased
metabolism of the amino acid phenylalanine (Bernstein, Rohr & Helm,
2015). The Guthrie test (Guthrie, 1961;
Guthrie & Susi, 1963) involves pricking
each infant child’s heel with a pin and
obtaining a few drops of blood. Left
untreated, PKU can lead to irreversible
neurological damage including intellectual and developmental problems,
seizures, and other problems. Persons
with PKU can lead normal lives with
correct management and treatment.
Treatment/management involves a
diet that is low in phenylalanine – an
amino acid that is also found in the
artificial sweetener aspartame – especially during the early infant months.
Correct diagnosis of PKU is therefore
important.
The Guthrie test – named for Robert
Guthrie 1916-1995, who developed
the screening test after his 15-monthold niece was diagnosed with PKU –

was reported by Hanley et. al., (1997)
as achieving a sensitivity level of .992
and specificity level of .999 while testing neonatal infants subject to early
discharge from hospitalization. The
global prevalence of PKU is about
(.000083) or 1 in 12,000 births (Bernstein, Rohr & Helm, 2015). What is the
likelihood that an infant has PKU if a
test result is positive?
To answer this question, the first thing
to do is to identify the various pieces
of information:
Prior probability = .000083
Sensitivity = .992
Specificity = .999
From this information we can determine the other needed values:
False-positive rate = .001
Prior-compliment = .999917
Then we can use the equation show
in Figure 5 to calculate the posterior
likelihood, given a positive test result,
that an infant has PKU. Figure 9 shows
the calculation. This situation is sometimes referred to as a strong prior because the prior information will have
a strong influence on the posterior result.
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Figure 9. Calculation of Bayes’ theorem with a strong prior.

This example shows the use of Bayes’
theorem with a dichotomous or categorical test result, using the test
sensitivity and specificity rate as the
likelihood function. In contrast, the
likelihood function for the first two
examples was a statistical table of the
distribution of values for the range of
possible test scores.
Even though both test sensitivity (.992)
and specificity (.999) are high, the low
incidence rate of PKU (.000083) has a
strong influence on the posterior. In
this example the posterior odds are
calculated as .076 / (1-.076) = .082251,
or .082 to 1.
Odds are often more easily understood using natural numbers we can
further transform the odds by taking 1
/ odds. Therefore, the posterior odds of
an infant having PKU, given a positive
test result, is 1 / .082251 = 12.15791 or
1 in 12. A positive result from a Guthrie screening test for PKU indicates an
odds of 1 in 12 that an infant actually
has PKU. Although seemingly unimpressive by itself, the posterior odds
are substantially increased over the
prior odds (1 in 12,000).
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In this example, we can use the Bayes
Factor – the ratio of prior to posterior information – to more clearly illustrate the increase in information by
calculating: .082251 / .000083 = 991.
The Bayes’ Factor tells us that the posterior information indicative of PKU is
991 times stronger than the prior information. This can also be calculated
as 12,000 / 12.15791 = 987, or using
the simpler rounded approximation
as 12,000 / 12 = 1000.
Approximately 4 million babies are
born in the U.S. annually (Martin et.
al., 2018), and this means that approximately 332 cases of PKU can be expected annually. When considering
the devastating effects of missed diagnosis in this context, there is potentially important social/emotional/economic value in PKU screening even
though most positive test results can
be expected to be incorrect under the
strong (low) prior.
Summary
This manuscript describes the calculation of Bayes’ theorem. Examples are
shown in two different applied contexts: credibility assessment testing
during forensic/criminal investigation,
and medical screening for rare a congenital condition. Different rearrangements are shown for Bayes’ theorem.
Examples are provided using two dif-

ferent types of likelihood function:
using the known test sensitivity and
specificity levels associated positive
or negative outcome categories, and
also using a tabular likelihood function
to obtain a statistical value for an observed numerical test score. Examples
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demonstrate the transformation of
the posterior probability to odds and
to Bayes Factor. It is hoped that these
examples will be a useful introduction
to those interested in the practical application of Bayesian analysis.
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A Discussion on Updating the Backster Zone
Comparison Technique
by J. Patrick O'Burke and Clifford “Chip” Morgan
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Summary
The history of the evolution of lie detection extends back several hundred
years. This included the development
of the requisite technology and the
development of psychology, criminology and sociology sciences as they related to lie detection. The use of polygraph for improved credibility assessment resulted from the effort of many
people to eliminate harsh and abusive
methods for interrogation that have
been pervasive for hundreds, if not
thousands, of years. Not to diminish
the many contributions made in this
evolution, Cleve Backster should be
recognized for assimilating previous
scientific developments into his Zone
Comparison formats and numerical
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scoring system. The introduction of
Backster’s methodology was an important event in helping standardize
the training offered to the polygraph
profession in test administration and
test evaluation. However, in the sixty
years since its introduction there have
been only minor changes in the methods originally taught by the Backster
School of Lie Detection. Scientific research and professional polygraph
standard practices are now indicating
that it may be time to consider updating the Backster You Phase technique.
We suggest that it is time to update
the original Backster format to three
relevant questions and incorporate
the use of better research validated
scoring methods.

Discussion
The evolution of psychology, criminology and sociology are very recent in
terms of human history. Each of these
early efforts to study human behavior
and detecting deception are important in the incremental development
for advancing what was to become
polygraph. August Vollmer’s request
in the 1920’s to bring crime fighting
technology to the Berkeley Police
Department was a catalyst for John
Larson and Leonard Keeler to synthesize some of these early research
findings. Their work helped develop
the earliest versions of a polygraph instrument. Following the introduction
of an instrument, numerous people
worked to develop question formats
and methods for test data evaluation.
Some of these efforts produced things
such as analyzing behavior cues and
the use of question types that were
later found to be unsupported.
Drawing from the work of many who
were involved in polygraph research,
Cleve Backster developed a family of
formats and his own method for numerical evaluation of his formats.
Nelson (2013) more fully described
Backster’s efforts as the first to create
a family of question formats in the
Exploratory, S-K-Y and You Phase formats, along with the use of a more formalized system of rules, compared to

what was previously widely available,
for numerical scoring analysis. Regardless of what question technique
one believes is now best, Backster’s intuition for understanding and solving
polygraph problems was a substantial
influence that shaped the way forward
during the mid-20th century.
In 1960, Backster, using his own “note
pack” system, introduced the You
Phase format as a single issue, single
facet test with three relevant questions, #33 and #35, and #37. However, the use of this third relevant question was subsequently abandoned in
school training and field practice. The
You Phase format also included three
bracketing comparison questions, a
sacrifice relevant question, neutral
questions and two symptomatic questions. The comparison questions were
initially devised as a probable lie question to contrast with the relevant issue
question. This contrast was measured
by assigning a numerical score at the
relevant question for each polygraph
component. Numerical scores in the
You Phase were aggregated into a
grand total score with an assigned cut
score for a final decision of truth or deception.
The nature of the role of school director, as well as that of its primary school
instructors, requires that staff should
continuously review what is being
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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taught in school. Sixty years later, this
would include whether the Backster
Zone Comparison formats are still optimally structured and if the original numerical analysis method is adequately
supported by scientific evidence as
to its ability to provide probabilistic
estimates in polygraph decision making. This need to continually evaluate
the training and school curriculum is
required in the American Polygraph
Association school accreditation requirements. It is also fundamental to
good science and the advancement of
the profession.
The Standards of Practice for the American Polygraph Association (APA) define polygraph as an evidence-based
test of the margin of uncertainty or
level of confidence surrounding a categorical conclusion of deception regarding a test issue. While the test is
often called a “lie detector”, the APA
definition informs us that this term
is incorrect. History also shows that
some have, on occasion, had issues
with reporting on the accuracy of polygraph results. In 2010 and 2011, the
APA conducted a meta-analytic survey
of the available peer reviewed or published research on polygraph accuracy.
That report clarified what appeared to
have been often misunderstood in the
past, particularly where research was
lacking or self-sponsored. The report
showed there was little evidence to
81
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suggest any polygraph test format was
superior to others. Instead, the report
suggested that differences in scoring
methods, as well as understanding
the issue of question independence,
were deserving of more attention.
The APA defined a polygraph technique as comprised of both a format
and an analysis method. The meta-analytic survey showed that some scoring methods were more likely than
others to produce unacceptably higher rates of inconclusive results, or problems with inter-rater reliability. The
authors observed the Backster scoring
method is unique among other methods in requiring the examiner to make
decisions about each of the relevant
questions before determining which
comparison question will be selected.
Other scoring methods such as the
ESS and the Federal 7 position method
differ in that they make no conclusion
about the relevant question until after
the comparison question is selected.
Whereas the Backster scoring method
has traditionally selected the comparison question with the lesser change
in physiology, except under special
circumstances, these other methods
require the selection of the comparison question with the greater change
in physiological activity. Other scoring methods, such as the Utah method, generally dictate scoring each relevant question against the preceding

comparison question.
In developing his numerical scoring
method, Backster defined his desired
cut scores for examiners to make decisions for truth or deception in a highly subjective manner. His idea was
that cut scores should be based on
the number of charts collected and
the number of relevant questions.
Backster’s original cut scores were
symmetrical and developed more
through intuition than through analysis. Backster held that cut scores
should increase in a linear manner
with the number of test charts. When
the test score did not equal or exceed
the cut scores additional charts were
required to avoid an inconclusive test
result. An unintended consequence
of Backster’s increasing cut scores was
that conducting more charts tended
to make it more it difficult to achieve
a conclusive test result. Backster later
adjusted the cut scores because of reports from the field that they were not
optimal.
Although Backster’s suggested cut
score were reasonably effective when
a decision was achieved, there does
not appear to be evidence that the
original cut scores, or the later adjusted scores, were ever optimized for
best test performance and decision
making through statistical analysis. Instead, it appears that cut scores were

selected through Backster’s own heuristics. The effects of this absence of an
analytic approach can be observed in
the meta-analytic survey, where the
Backster technique, though decision
accuracy is similar to other techniques,
may suffer from higher inclusive rates
and weaker test specificity than other
methods.
The more significant issue impacting
examiner test administration is that
the cut scores used in the Backster
method are cumulative, increasing
with each chart and relevant question
presentation. The original formula
designed by Backster assigned two
points per relevant question spot and
summed the total, then adding one
point to a final total to arrive at the
desired cut score. For example, two
charts (which we now know is unacceptable for a comparison question
test) with relevant questions #33 and
#35 have four spots. Multiply the four
spots by two, and then add one point,
for a final cut score of +9 for NDI and
-9 for DI. With three You Phase charts,
examiners had six spots, so they multiplied by two, and then added one
point, establishing a cut score of +/13. This formula increases the cut
scores for each additional chart that
was administered. Later, in response
to reports from examiners in the field,
Backster adjusted the cut score the requirement for truthful subjects to one
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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point per relevant spot. This required
a numerical score of +7 for two relevant questions and three charts. Backster may have used some analytic or
optimization process to obtain his recommended cut scores, but we have
not seen it.
Despite Backster’s cut score revision,
using a third relevant question at #37
was not adopted as common practice by field examiners - possibly because it’s use tended to further escalate the required cut score, leading to
increased inconclusive results when
more data was obtained. Because the
required cut scores continually escalated, examiners in the field were not
able to enjoy the normally expected
mathematical advantage that occurs
from increasing the amount of data
used to make a decision.
Although the Backster technique
was shown to perform similar to other methods in the meta-analytic survey (American Polygraph Association,
2011), there has been some concern
among field examiners and trainers regarding higher inconclusive rates and
weaker test specificity for the Backster
technique compared to other methods. However, Hedges, Dietchman
and Samra (2013) studied the issue of
whether selecting the weaker comparison for evaluation would bias test
decisions against the truthful subject
83
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– an issue that needs more study. Our
greatest concern is that creating a prior initial decision point at the relevant
question for comparison selection
mathematically increases the potential for issues in inter-rater reliability
with Backster scoring rules. More possible choices mean greater deviation
in inter-rater reliability.
The APA meta-analytic survey supported the use of the Backster You Phase
format combined with Backster scoring as providing sufficient criterion validity for paired testing, though not at
the level required for evidentiary testing. The authors are forced to consider
evidence suggesting that the Backster
scoring method may have contributed to those findings. We support our
concerns on scoring by observing that
the Federal You Phase, and the three
question Federal ZCT, meet evidentiary standards and are structurally
similar – indeed virtually identical for
scientific or analytic purposes - to the
Backster You Phase format. However,
the Federal You Phase and Federal ZCT
formats met the requirements for evidentiary testing only when incorporating the evidence-based improvements of the empirical scoring system
(ESS). Since the Federal formats are
structurally similar to the Backster format it is reasonable to conclude that
the difference in performance can be
largely attributed to the scoring meth-

od.

two-question versions.

Nelson and Handler (2015) published
tables for reference distributions for
a variety of test question formats and
analysis methods, including both
Backster numerical scoring system
and the ESS with event specific Zone
Comparison formats. They reported
that when using Backster scoring with
the two-question You Phase format,
the mean grand total scores were -12
for the guilty, and +6 for the innocent.
These reported mean (Backster) scores
are near the lower margins of the
Backster established cut scores, which
provides some limited insight as to
why inconclusive rates were observed
as greater for the Backster technique
than for other methods.

The reader should not interpret that
this decision as inferring or suggesting
that the original two question Backster
You Phase is invalid. Simply, collecting
more data is often advantageous for
test data analysis. We can have greater
confidence with three relevant question formats compared to two relevant
question formats. Some readers may
suggest the Backster School should
redesign the Backster scoring method. The currently validated ESS scoring method is already a synthesis of
research efforts learned from studies
of the Backster, Utah and Federal seven and three position scoring methods. At this point we believe the wise
and responsible choice, when seeking
evidence-based solutions for school
training and field practice, is to make
use knowledge that is already available. For this reason, we conclude that
the Backster three question ZCT (Zone
Comparison Test) using ESS scoring is
an optimal solution for teaching in the
Backster School of Lie Detection for
use with event specific issues.

Conclusion
We conclude that a Backster event
specific format would benefit from
being conducted as a single issue
three relevant question format using
ESS scoring. The Backster School will
refer to this format going forward as
the Backster ZCT. The expected benefits include additional data collection
with increased confidence in decision
making with ESS scoring. The authors
believe this change is consistent with
the APA meta-analytic survey, pointing towards the use of three-question
formats as a more optimal solution to

Following the decision to go forward
an emphasis on using the Backster
ZCT with three relevant questions,
it is then appropriate to discuss how
this will be addressed in the Backster
School curriculum. The school will use
a simple teaching method that eases
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examiner concerns about developing
question wording for three relevant
questions as single issue, single facet solutions. The school solution is to
teach students a “what-when-where”
approach to relevant questions that
consistently that can easily be adapted to a wide variety of situations. For
example, with case facts from an employee theft from a convenience store
cash register, the following wording
can be taught:
(What) R33-Did you steal any of that
money from the store cash register?
(When) R35-Did you steal any of that
money reported missing last Friday?
Where) R37-Did you steal any of that
money from the 7-11 on First Avenue?
In addition, going forward the Backster school will teach that the use of
multi-facet event specific relevant
questions is also permissible within
the Backster ZCT three question format. We concluded that this is well
supported in the meta-analytic survey
and consistent with the published evidence on the Federal ZCT and Utah
formats. A variety of solutions are
possible in a multi-facet approach. As
a general practice, the Backster school
will teach students to utilize two primary issue questions and a third relevant as an evidence connecting, or
85
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secondary involvement question. For
example, with case facts from a robbery at the 7-11 store, the following
would be suggested:
(What) R33-Did you steal any of the
money taken in that 7-11 robbery?
(When) R35-Did you rob that 7-11
store last Friday?
(Where) R37-At the very time that 7-11
was robbed on First Avenue, were you
there?
Additionally, we intend to incorporate
other evidence-based changes into
the updated curriculum taught at the
Backster School of Lie Detection. First,
the use of Directed Lie Comparison
questions, as well as Probable Lie Comparisons, will be taught as acceptable.
Blalock, Nelson, Handler, and Shaw
(2011) fully discussed that Directed Lie
Comparison questions perform as well
as Probable Lie Comparison questions.
Arguments against the use of Directed Lie Comparison questions are not
based on empirical data, and there is
nothing to be gained from restricting
field examiners from making effective
use of evidence-based solutions. The
Backster technique has already been
discussed in the courtroom with ESS
scores and DLC questions,
The Backster School will also teach

Directed Lie Comparison questions are not based on empirical data, and there is nothing to be
gained from restricting field examiners from making effective use of evidence-based solutions.
The Backster
technique
has already been
discussed to
in the
courtroom
scores and DLC
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the second
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R37

[Type here]

We argue that this updated format for
the Backster ZCT is substantially similar to the Federal three question ZCT,
as well as the Utah format. Visualize
the removal of the #8 Symptomatic
question from the Federal ZCT and
the two formats are virtually identical. It is our position that there is no
basis of evidence to argue against the
generalization of extant knowledge
regarding effect sizes of ESS scores
for event-specific exams with three
relevant questions, and no basis of
evidence to argue against the notion
that this format can already achieve
the level of accuracy required for APA
evidentiary standards.
To reiterate the Backster School is
not suggesting the earlier You Phase
format is invalid, nor are we suggesting that examiners are compelled to

abandon its use. The Backster School
is merely striving to provide a more
optimal test format for examiner use
into the future. It is our sincerest desire to respect the contributions that
Cleve Backster provided to the polygraph community and our decisions
reflect our desire to be good stewards
of his legacy.
Being good stewards of the Backster
school, includes being responsible to
our profession, and this means that
we must accept the fact that everything that we would like to know is not
currently known. Nor was everything
known fifty years ago. The Backster
School will continue to remain open
to new research that explores what is
still yet unknown. Being on the cutting
edge of training means we choose to
honor the legacy of those who came
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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before us and we commit to strive to
improve on what we have been given.
We welcome your comments.

©FotoliaLLC/takasu
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The authors sincerely thank the following for their suggested edits for this
paper; Raymond Nelson, Don Krapohl,
Barry Cushman, and Skip Webb.
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Editor’s Note on ESS-M, Change, and New Cut Scores
by Mark Handler

“A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.”
– John Shedd 1928
This quote is one of my favorites, attributed to John Shedd’s 1928 book
of quotes titled Salt from my Attic. The
quote can be interpreted in several
ways, depending on the reader’s circumstance and place in life. For some
it could mean to get out and enjoy life:
travel, take up a hobby, get away from
work and the house. But it can also
mean that sometimes we want to get
away from our comfort zone. Great
things are not accomplished without
some associated risk or discomfort.

tive long ago, but were inconsistent
with evidence from ongoing scientific studies. They were having difficulty
making use of new and better methods and new and better discussion
and explanation for the what, why
and how of polygraph field practices.
To outsiders, it may have appeared as
if scientifically supported ideas and
improvements were being shunned.
In reality, we were observing a normal
human response to change, and the
impulse to become stuck on our ways.

Several years ago, Raymond Nelson
and I wrote on a phenomenon called
cognitive dissonance. This occurs
when our attitudes and behaviors are
incongruent or not matched. We noticed many people within the polygraph profession were continuing to
rely on field practices, explanations
and discussions that were innova-

Among the motivations behind our
difficulty with change is sometimes a
fear of criticism. Although some may
have feared criticism for making use of
new and updated procedures, vocabulary, and conceptual explanations, a
number of people expressed concerns
that their past results would somehow
be vulnerable to criticism because
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they changed. Now, we begin to see
this same pattern of cognitive dissonance and difficulty with change once
again. And so, I want to address cognitive dissonance as it relates to the
Empirical Scoring System – Multinomial (ESS-M).
In my opinion, ESS-M is one of the most
important advances in polygraph test
data analysis in many years. It anchors
the analytic theory of the polygraph
to a theoretical distribution that is
mathematically defensible. For years
we relied on heuristically-based decision rules and cut scores. Many of our
rules and procedures were based on
experience and observation, though
unquantified as to their actual effectiveness. In retrospect, a number of
rules and procedures may have been
derived more as a reaction to observed
problems and less as a thoughtful
application of empirical knowledge.
When the original ESS came along, it
provided us with a means to quantify our estimated accuracies and error
rates, and this was an important advancement. It did so, however, using
a reference distribution that was empirically based – a common approach.
That reference distribution has been
quite robust and has generalized
across many studies (there are over 20
peer-reviewed papers that use ESS to
describe the results). However, critics rightly reminded us that with all

the success, the empirical reference
distribution was still based on a small
amount of data that is, in reality, still
insufficient, to converge to the unknown population distribution.
I won’t delve into the specifics of
ESS-M in this editor’s note. That is the
purview of its developer, Raymond
Nelson. Having been a spectator and
supporter of its development over the
past years, I know a little bit about it.
Raymond has allowed me to help introduce and socialize the ESS-M within the profession and I am honored for
that privilege.
As I began sharing the ESS-M concepts with others, one of the biggest
concerns I hear is that the cut scores
are slightly different from the original
ESS. For diagnostic tests using twostage scoring, the ESS-M grand total
cut scores are +3 or greater for NSR
and -3 or less for SR. These cut scores
are applicable to diagnostic tests with
2, 3 or 4 relevant questions. The second stage subtotal cut scores are -5,
-7 & -9 depending on whether it was
a 2, 3 or 4 relevant question test. This
is slightly different from the original
ESS where the grand total cut scores
were generally +2 or greater for NSR
(+5 for a 4 RQ test) and -4 or less and
the second stage statistically corrected subtotal cut scores were -6 and -7
for 2 and 3 relevant question tests and
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-10 for tests with 4 relevant questions.
The latter cut scores were the ones
that most examiners were familiar
with. For the most part, examiners do
not seem to be bothered much by the
modest change for diagnostic testing.
ESS-M cut scores will likely reduce inconclusive results, and decision accuracy for ESS-M has been shown to
equal or exceed that of the ESS.
For multiple issue screening tests with
three and four relevant question the
ESS-M decision cut score for an NSR
decision requires a +1 or greater at all
subtotals and an SR decision results
from a -3 or less at any subtotal. The
field examiners I have shared this with
seem fine with these, because nothing has changed - the recommended
cut scores for ESS-M are the same as
those for the original ESS. One subtle difference between ESS-M and the
original ESS is that alpha levels for ESS
cut scores are .05/.10 for deception
and truth-telling, whereas the ESS-M
calculations give us these cut scores
(-3/+1) with alpha levels set at .05/.05
for deception and truth. Of note, the
original ESS cut score of +1 had already represented an alpha level of
.05 for multiple issue screening exams
with four relevant questions.
Where I start to hear concerns about
the change to ESS-M is when we get to
the multiple issue cut scores for poly91
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graph screening tests with 2 relevant
questions, either USAFMGQT or the
DLST. The original ESS cut scores for
these tests was +1 or greater at both
subtotals for NSR and -3 or less at either subtotal for SR – with the alpha
level set at .05/.10 for deception and
truth. With ESS-M there is a slight difference. An SR decision is still made
at a -3 or less at either subtotal. The
difference for ESS-M is that the recommended ESS-M cut score for an
NSR decision is +2 or greater at both
subtotals, with alpha set at .05/.05.
The primary reason for the change
in cut score is the change in the default alpha for ESS-M. The ESS-M cut
scores for SR and NSR results are still
-3/+1 when the alpha level is set for
.05/.10. So it is a matter of deciding if
you want your alpha (tolerance for error) at 10% or 5% for an NSR decision.
Examiners who use ESS may not have
appreciated the alpha levels associated with the cut scores of +1/-3. They
were willing to accept those tolerances for errors by default, when using
those cut scores. Examiners who wish
to continue accepting those tolerance
for errors are free to continue to use
those cut scores with ESS-M. In that
case nothing has changed.
The prospect of changing to the new
recommended ESS-M cut scores has
caused consternation for some folks a good example of the phenomenon

of cognitive dissonance. The concerns
I hear are generally two-fold. Some
have expressed concerns that their
inconclusive rates will “skyrocket” and
they will have to retest lots of subjects.
Others have asked what happens to all
of the tests they have evaluated with
the original ESS cut scores? For example, if they evaluated past examinees
as NSR with a subtotal of +1, does the
new recommended ESS-M cut score
(+2) make those tests invalid? Both of
these concerns are very understandable, and both deserve attention and
discussion, so that we can make intelligent decisions about whether or not
to change anything.
I want to tackle the latter concern first,
with a couple of examples that I think
may help. Many years ago, when I first
became a police officer the blood alcohol content level of .10 was considered prima facie, or legal presumption
of intoxication. Today, most states
have lowered that to .08. When a state
lowered that level did they go back
and find the drivers who blew a .08 or
.09 and arrest them for DUI - of course
not? How about speed limits? In 1974
Congress enacted the National Maximum Speed Law to conserve fuel in
response to the 1973 oil crisis. The
law set the national maximum speed
limit to 55. Plenty of people were ticketed across the United States for driving faster than 55 before the nation-

al speed limit laws were repealed in
the 1990s. Did the states go back and
apologize to those motorists and return the money they were fined after
they raised the speed limit? Certainly
not.
Concerns about the validity of past decisions, compared to a different decision made today, are simply an example of conscientious professionals who
want to know that they handled each
case and each individual fairly and
correctly at the time they did. Things
change (or should change) when evidence supports doing so. The new
cut score of +2 or greater for an NSR
call in ESS-M is based on evidence and
supported by math. There is no reason to go back and “un-pass” any NSR
test that had a subtotal of +1. At the
time that test was conducted that cut
score was the best evidence we had.
Now that our knowledge has grown,
we should grow with it. A decision to
avoid change simply to avoid the cognitive dissonance between past decisions and present knowledge would
put any profession in a position of being unable to make any use of new information or new technologies.
As for the former concern of “skyrocketing” inconclusive rates, I am doubtful that will be the case. Alpha levels of .05/.10 and cut scores of -3/+1,
for deception and truth, have served
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many agencies and many examiners
well. Other agencies and examiners
have concluded that alpha levels of
.05/.05 are better suited to their mission objectives and operational priorities – and they do not report difficulties with excessive inconclusive rates.
My prediction is not based on scientific study and so I reserve formal statement until we can get evidence to assess this more completely.
I have asked Raymond to research
multiple issue screening tests with two
relevant questions with the assumption of subtotals being independent.
He has a research method to study
this with Monte Carlo experiments
(a great way of evaluating complex
and difficult problems for which other solutions are not feasible). I asked
that he compare using cut scores of +1
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and +2 or greater for both subtotals
for NSR while holding the SR at -3 or
less for either subtotal. Additionally, I
asked him to look at using grand total
cut scores of +3 or greater for NSR and
-3 or less for SR. This will help us to understand what happens if we assume
the targets (the two test questions)
are not independent. Several agencies that conduct a large volume of
testing use a grand total or two-stage
rule with reportedly good success. I
anxiously await those results.
In the meantime, here are two simple
tables that show the ESS-M recommended cut scores with alpha set at
.05/.05 for deception and truth [taken
from the Nelson 2017 paper on reference distributions for the ESS-Multinomial].

For those agencies or examiners who
prefer uniform NSR and SR cut scores
regardless of 2, 3, or 4 RQs, selecting
an alpha level of .10/.05 for NSR/SR results will give cut scores of +1/-3 under all conditions.
Thanks for allowing me to bend your
ear on this. As mentioned, I have
watched the ESS-M evolve over the
past several years and feel it will be
one of the greatest contributions to
stabilizing arguments around reference distributions and advancing reasonable discussion about the analytic
theory of the comparison question
polygraph test. For many it may just
be a matter of memorizing the new
cut scores and going about your important work. For a smaller number
of examiners who learn it well, it will
provide increased support for what
you do and increased confidence in
quantifying your results. For those
who take the time to more fully digest
and understand the concepts of mul-

tinomial reference model and Bayesian analysis, I predict the profession
will come to appreciate and rely on
your knowledge and skill for instruction, training, and forensic expertise
well beyond that of those who simply
update their cut scores. Regardless
of how we approach this matter – as
practitioners or experts – the ESS-M
is a significant advancement for the
polygraph profession and field examiners everywhere will ultimately be rewarded for their efforts to make use of
the new approach and new cut scores.
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Letter to the Editor
by Bruce White

©FotoliaLLC/beckystarsmore

Hi Mark,
Thank you for your email and interest in understanding my research in polygraph
accuracy. Here is a beginning summary of my research into an improved way of
measuring the accuracy of any predictive methodology for any bimodal data population, with polygraph as the focus for this illustration. This approach overcomes
the limitations of hypothesis testing.
….Bruce White
MEASURING POLYGRAPH ACCURACY
By definition polygraph is a bi-modal (2 mode) diagnostic discipline. All such existing bimodal diagnostic disciplines such as polygraph calls, cancer diagnosis, baseball and football winners and losers, political election prediction, etc., have similar
unresolved mathematical problems in defining accuracy of a predictive method
that separates a population into its 2 modes of outcome.
In polygraph these modes are deception and non-deception. Each of these modes
has 3 measurements of accuracy. They are, percent correct hits, % incorrect hits,
and % inconclusives. This makes up 6 variables of accuracy of any fixed polygraph
population. These 6 variables of accuracy are intrinsically interrelated in that in95
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creasing the accuracy of any one or combination of them will likely diminish the
accuracy of the other variables. Such as decreasing the % false hits will increase %
inconclusive for example. Further, clouding polygraph methodological accuracy is
that all of these 6 variables of accuracy, for a given polygraph method, will most
likely change when a polygraph testing population changes its base rate mix. Such
as testing of a prison probation population will likely be heavily deceptive on its
issues, and an intelligence agency will likely have massively more non spies than
spies.
This fuzzy ambiguity in measuring how accurate any polygraph methods accuracy
is in absolute terms, has limited polygraph researchers in their ability to optimize
a researchers algorithm methods internal choices, or comparing one method to
another. In short, at the heart of any scientific discipline is the ability to be able
to measure and quantify itself. If you cannot measure something with clarity, you
cannot make it better.
WHITE-ALPHA calculation and concepts will address this. For brevity here, The
White Alpha value may be referred to as just Alpha.
ALPHA for a given population of subjects is calculated in three steps that can be
shown in a two axis radial coordinate system graph (shown below).
The vertical ‘Y’ axis of this polar graph is the ratio of:
(total correct calls) / (total correct calls +total incorrect calls)
from 0 to 1.0)
The ‘X’ axis of this polar graph is the percent of inconclusive calls
0 to 100 percent)

(range
(range from
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If a population of subjects is scored by a method of only random chance, then the
‘Y’ axis ratio value will be equal to 0.5 across the any range of inconclusives. This
center line is defined as the point at which ALPHA is equal to zero. A lie detection
methodology above this line is above chance, and below this line is below chance.
First, defining the ALPHA scale:
For illustration, imagine that the area above alpha zero is cut in half, as one would
cut a pie slice in half. This bisecting line equally divides the available area comprising possible calls above chance, across all inconclusive possibilities. The line dividing this above chance area by half will be defined as equal to an ALPHA of a value
of 1. If this upper area above ALPHA 1 is divided in half again, its bisecting line will
be defined as an ALPHA of 2, and so on, with each halving of the area remaining
raising the value of ALPH by 1.
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Next, defining the ALPHA boundary:
In the real world of polygraph methodology development, the Alpha divisional
lines are not linear and straight. But, as described earlier, is represented by the
ratio of (correct calls)/(correct calls + false calls) that will decline as inconclusives
decline, in a non linear way for different scoring methodologies at 4 definable reference points common to all lie detection methodologies. For simplicity, imagine
cutting an irregular pie slice with 4 connecting the dot progressive points moving
left from the above pie center.
Next:
We will define the 4 reference points that draw any lie detection methodologies
ALPHA boundary.
The first point is called the starting ‘singularity’ (ie. 0/0) and is at 100 % inconclusive. This is the starting point of our divisional ALPHA line.
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The second data point is called the perfection loss point, and is the smallest inconclusive % value that retains a ‘Y’ axis value of 1 (i.e. no false hits). This can be found
by either:
A) If the polygraph algorithm, or methodology, as a first stage of its approach,
counts and removes ‘exclusively’ DI and NDI outer ranges. Then the inconclusive % value at which this occurs is defined as the second point on the inconclusive axis where the ‘Y’ axis equals 1 (also called the perfection loss point).
B) Or alternately, if a method only produces a gross final result. Then the algorithms final result may be rank ordered, and the exclusively correct calls at
the DI and NDI extremes are summed. All other values in the population are,
for this purpose, redefined as inconclusive. This comprises the second data
point for the ALPHA plot boundary (where ‘Y’ axis equals 1).
Note: If a methodology (hand score, etc) has no exclusively pure DI or NDI regions
for a population in its results, then data point number two (perfection loss point),
and the singularity point of origin are the same.
The third data point is the ‘Y’ axis value that a given algorithm’s final results would
produce when applied to a given population, and its associated inconclusive value.
The fourth data point is drawn from data point three, to the far left, where the
inconclusive % is equal to zero. The slope of the line drawn is equal to random
chance being applied to the remaining inconclusives present at data point three.
Stating this in another way. Point four equals the number of false calls that have
occurred up to point 3 added to half of the remaining inconclusives, then once
summed, divided by the number of subjects in the data population, to produce
the ‘Y’ value at point number 4 having no inconclusives.
These 4 data points, when drawn on the below Alpha plot, will create a boundary
that will divide the area that is above chance into two segments. The geometrical
area ratio of these two segments is determined by dividing the upper area by the
lower area. This ratio is applied to the above described descending half, by half,
etc. scaling calculation, to determine the GENERAL ALPHA value.
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Using the above concepts of displaying accuracy in a polar coordinate system, next
we will define the specific math position terms to build the necessary equations to
calculate alpha.
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Straight line White Alpha:

Given three points on the alpha graph, and using straight lines drawn over region A, B, and C. The graph is
scaled
to have
a 60White
degree angle
between the upper and lower edges. This fit is done in rectangular coordinates.
Straight
line
Alpha:

Given three points on the alpha graph, and using straight lines drawn over region
A, B, and C. The graph is scaled to have a 60 degree angle between the upper and
lower edges. This fit is done in rectangular coordinates.

Rectangular Quadratic fit for White Alpha:
101approach
APA Magazine
2018,
51 (5)
Same
but using
a smoothed
3 point fitted quadratic fit. The first point is the singularity at 100%

inconclusive, the second point being the final accuracy for any selected polygraph method, and the third point

Rectangular Quadratic fit for White Alpha:
Same approach but using a smoothed 3 point fitted quadratic fit. The first point
is the singularity at 100% inconclusive, the second point being the final accuracy
for any selected polygraph method, and the third point being where a random
chance point would be projected outward to 0% inconclusive from the remaining
uncalled subject population. (note: a variation of this not shown is where point 3
is halfway between random chance and point 2’s accuracy.

The above two equations are where only the final results of a polygraph study are
known such as number of correct calls, incorrect calls, and inconclusive calls.
PERMUTATED WHITE ALPHA METHOD AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO OPTIMIZING ANY POLYGRAPH METHODS RULE SET VALUES
Using the above white alpha coordinate system, a new opportunity for polygraph
algorithm developers becomes available. That is to allow a computer to consider
and plot every possible permutation of rule values that comprises an algorithm in
separating a given population into deceptive and truthful.
As an example let us use the well known DACA (or Center) rule for 3 point hand
scoring.
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_total of -6 or lower is deceptive, _any spot of -3 or lower is deceptive, _if all spots
are positive and total is + 6 or higher (combined rule) then the subject is truthful
by this rule.
Using these rules but considering all of their possible permutations from a _total
of minus 29 to plus 6 for deceptive, _spots from -9 to 0for deceptive, _and the
truthful combination of all spots greater than a value from -2 to plus 9 and simultaneously with a total of a value from -3 to 29.
This example produces 116,640 possible rational combinational permutations on
a hand score 3 system as shown in the screen display below.

This example ‘auto range scoring’ when applied to a database of 1,048 real (not
bootstrapped) confirmed polygraph single issue cases produces the following
WHITE ALPHA accuracy graph.
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This polar graph comprises what all variations on DACA-Center’s rules values would
produce on this confirmed real single issue population.
One obvious discovery is that there is a sharp upper accuracy barrier for a given
set of rules across it full 0 to 100 percent accuracy range, and that accuracy of this
example hand 3 method-cloud decreases as we approach 0 % inconclusive, but
accuracy is very high when a set of rule values are very stringent with high inconclusive. This is in agreement with most examiners. I do not have the quote where,
but I have heard a lecture by Don Krapohl stating that if charts were re-scored with
greater thresholds on their rules, accuracy decreases and vice versa.
The next White Alpha graph is the same as the one above, except that left side of
the polar coordinate system has been zoomed in from 0-1.00 to .75-1.00. This is
referred to as a alpha 1 zoom for obvious reasons. This allows viewing of greater
detail of the 116,640 DACA rule set variations. At this resolution we have the ability to select any of the 116,640 graphed rule set variants dots and bring it up for
viewing. By definition that for any inconclusive value that an algorithm developer
chooses to select, the only rule/rule set of interest is the one that is of greatest accuracy, that is by definition the highest on the vertical axis. This set of rule values
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is easily selected by clicking on its representative dot. Further of interest. If an
existing algorithm in use in non optimum we are able with this approach give an
algorithm developer a choice of either decreasing his inconclusives maintaining
the same accuracy, or just increasing his accuracy.
Below graph-The corner of the blue lines intersection contain all of the dots-rule
sets greater in accuracy or lower in inconclusives but not lower in accuracy then
the selected reference dot at the intersection of the blue reference lines.

An axiom of Axciton’s, is that all of these rule sets are of no value except the ones
at the very upper boundary.
This is called the white alpha information boundary, or just information boundary.
At this boundary resides all of the rule set methods that are desirable for any selected inconclusive, all lower methods are by definition of lower accuracy (ignoring
base rate for now- that comes later). With this in mind, defining the information
boundary is a powerful tool for polygraph researchers, and helps have a deeper
and more insightful understanding of how much accuracy information is present
105
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when evaluating or combining new or old features for possible algorithms.
To describe the White Alpha information boundary we only need to consider the
very upper surface. Those points on the upper surface is best described by a ‘reverse polar quadratic equation’ that for the traditional DACA-Center rules used in
this simple example is shown below with a thin orange line.

Reverse Polar
Reverse polar is a polar coordinate system, with r as the independent variable,
and theta as the dependent variable. For a specific alpha fit curve, a second order
equation is used. For an information boundary fit curve, a higher oder equation
may be used. For specific alpha an exact fit is used. For the information boundary
fit, a least squares fit is used.

Information boundary reverse polar quadratic equation for Hand sore 3 method
optimized rules, with a White Alpha value of 2.74 on this confirmed population.
mation boundary reverse polar quadratic equation for Hand sore 3 method optimized rules, with a Wh
value of 2.74 on this confirmed population.
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The above was for hand score 3, repeating the above approach for some of the
other polygraph methods produce the below family of reverse polar quadratic information boundaries for comparison.
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Mark there is much more to my research but this will help you get started in understanding what I am convinced is a more correct view of understanding polygraph
accuracy as a model for any other predictive methodology for any bimodal population. In short I found that the field of math in inadequate in the tools it presents
to polygraph researchers as well as medical researchers so I invented White Alpha
methodology to help polygraph research.
At the risk of sounding geeky my other areas of research interest are optimizing for
extreme base rates (finished), defining the 6 sources of polygraph error from a research perspective, understanding how to quantify the degree of dependent and
independent covariance of future polygraph features, something I call purity-poison of identifying correct or incorrect classification of data points in a population
(conceptually finished), improving the relational deconvolution methodology that
makes up my white star tool, and a few other research areas that tend to bore most
people.
I would like to say more but it is the day before Christmas and I have other errands.
Feel free to ask anything that you wish.
Sincerely,
Bruce White
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Erratum Notice
In the Journal Polygraph and Credibility Assessment 47(2), there was a letter to the
editor from a Russian member in response to an article by Kholodny/Krapohl that
was inadvertently attributed to an article by Kalafati/Krapohl. As mentioned in the
erratum notice the letter was published “as is”.

©FotoliaLLC/fotobieshutterb
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Well respected polygraph company and examiner looking to expand polygraph services into Washington State preferably in the
Pacific Northwest. I am a Post-Conviction Sex Offender Certified
polygraph examiner with 18 years full-time polygraph experience.
I am a member in good standing with American Polygraph Association, National Polygraph Association and American Association of
Police Polygraphists. For more information please see my website
at: www.southwestpolygraph.com. Contact number is 520-3264756.

ADVANCED TRAINING SEMINAR FOR
PRIVATE EXAMINERS
OCTOBER 5 TO 7, 2018 BUFFALO,NY
20 Hours of APA Approved Advanced Training

This is the first-of-its-kind program designed exclusively for PDD examiners in
private practice and for those in the public sector looking to transition to private
practice. Topics will be addressed that are rarely covered in the usual seminars.
•
•
•
•

Criminal Defense Testing
LEPET and PE testing
Domestic issue testing
How to find and bid on government contracts
• Web design and marketing for
polygraph examiners

•
•
•
•
•

TDA refresher
Countermeasures
How to work with EPPA
Transitioning to the private sector
CQ refresher

FOR DETAILS VISIT
WWW.POLYGRAPHJOBS.COM/GPNSEMINAR
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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APA Accredited
Training & Seminars

Polygraph Schools
*Sworn Law Enforcement Only
*Federal Examiners Only
As of March 21, 2018

Academy of Polygraph Science
8695 College Parkway, Ste 2160 Fort
Myers FL 33919
Director: Gary F. Davis – 630/860-9700
E-Mail: apsclassinfo@stoeltingco.com
Website: www.apspolygraphschool.com
Academy of Polygraph Science
Latinamerica (Expired)
12945 Seminole Blvd. Ste 15
Largo, FL 33778
Director: Arno Horvath – 727/531-3782
E-Mail: polygraphacademy@gmail.com
Website: www.abhpolygraphscience.
com
Academy for Scientific and
Investigative Training
1704 Locust St - 2nd Fl Philadelphia, PA
19103
Director: Nathan J. Gordon – 215/7323349
E-Mail: truthdoctor@polygraphtraining.com
American International Institute of
Polygraph
619 Highway 138 W Suite C
Stockbridge, GA 30281
Director: Charles E. Slupski – 770-9601377 E-Mail: chuck@Qpolygraph.com
Backster School of Lie Detection
2263 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario
K7M 3G1 Canada
Director: Patrick O'Burke
613-507-4660
E-Mail: patrick@limestonetech.com
Website: Backster.net
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Behavioral Measures Institute, UK,
Polygraph Training Centre
Office 6
6-8 Charlotte Square
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4XF United
Kingdom
Director: Donnie W. Dutton
U.S. Inquires 803-238-7999
U.K. Inquires +440-771-608-1362
E-Mail: DuttonPoly@aol.com
British Polygraph Academy
380 Uxbridge Road London, England W5
3LH United Kingdom
Director: Nadia Penner
UK Inquires: Don Cargill – 44 7876198762
E-Mail: don@nationalpolygraphs.co.uk
Website: britishpolygraphacademy.co.uk
Canadian Police College Polygraph
School
1 Sandridge Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3J2 Canada
Director: Shaun Smith – 613-990-5025
E-Mail: shaun.smith@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Centro de Investigacion Forense y
Control de Confianza S.C.
Rodriguez Saro #523, Int. 501-A Col. Del
Valle Del. Benito Juarez
Mexico, D.F. C.P. 03100
Director: Jaime Raul Duran Valle – 011-5255-2455-4624
E-Mail: raul_backster@el-poligrafo.com
Website: el-poligrafo.com

Escuela Nacional de Poligrafia
Barrio Guadalupe, Edificio Hermitage
Tegucigalpa, Francisco Morazon 11101
Honduras
Director: Raymond I. Nelson
E-Mail: Raymond.nelson@gmail.com
Escuela International de Poligrafia
Militar (Expired)
Calle 11 sur #12-95 Este San Cristobal sur
Bogota, Colombia
Director: Robinson Bedoya
E-mail: robin0680@yahoo.com.mx
Escuela Nacional de Poligrafia, National
Polygraph School
Calle Cuauhtemoc # 168 Colonia Tisapan
de San Angel Mexico City, Mexico 01059
Director: Luz Del Carmen Diaz –
011/52/555/616-6273
E-Mail: lg151@balankan.net
Gazit International Polygraph School
29 Hamered Street Industry Building Tel
Aviv, Israel
Director: Mordechai Gazit – 972 3 575 2488
E-mail: mordi@gazit-poly.co.il
Website: www.gazit-poly.co.il
International Academy of Polygraph
1835 S Perimeter Rd Ste 125 Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33309
Director: Michelle Hoff
E-Mail: dci@deception.com
International Polygraph Studies Center
Colima No. 385-2 Colonia Roma Norte
06700 Mexico D.F. Mexico
Director: Raymond I. Nelson
E-Mail: International@poligrafia.com.mx

Israeli Government
Polygraph School (Expired)
PO Box 17193
Tel-Aviv, Israel 61171
Director: Gadi Meshulam
E-Mail: igpolyschool@gmail.com
Korean Supreme Prosecutor’s Office
Polygraph Academy
Forensic Science Division I Forensic
Psychology Unit 157 Banpo-daero, Seochogu Seoul, Korea 06590
Director: Sanghyun Lee
Latinamerican Institute for Credibility
Assessment
Calle Los Petirrojos #438 Urbanizacion
Corpac Distrito de San Isidro Lima, Peru
Director: Manuel Novoa – 511/226-8450
Latinamerican Polygraph Institute
Carrera 46 # 93-70 Bogota, Colombia
Director: Manuel Novoa – 57-1-2369628
E-Mail: dirgeneral@latinpolygraph.com
Website: www.latinamericanpolygraph.
com
Marston Polygraph Academy
390 Orange Show Lane San Bernardino,
CA 92408
Director: Tom Kelly – 909/554-3883
E-Mail: info@marstonpolygraph.com
Website: www.marstonpolygraphacademy.
com

Training & Seminars

Centro Mexicano de Analisis Poligrafico
Y Psicologico, S.C. (Expired)
Plateros 110 edificio 76 interior 101 Col.
San Jose Insurgentes
Del. Benito Juarez, Ciudad de Mexico
Director: Fernanda Gadea – 52-5556608728
E-Mail: fernanda@cemapp.com.mx

Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice
8424 Veterans Hwy Ste 3
Millersville MD 21108-0458
Director: Billy H. Thompson – 410/987-6665
E-Mail: mdmicj@aol.com
Website: www.micj.com
Mindef Centre for Credibility
Assessment (Expired)
Block 13, Mandai Camp 2 Mandai Road
Singapore
Director: V. Cholan
E-Mail: cholan@starnet.gov.sg
APA Magazine 2018, 51 (5)
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Training & Seminars

National Academy of Polygraph of the
National Police of Colombia
TC Jorge Zenen Lopez Guerrero Transversal
33 No 47a-35
Sur Barrio Fatima Bogota, Colombia
Director: Luz Stella Gonzalez Tiga
E-Mail: programaacademicopoligrafiapc@
gmail.com
*National Center for Credibility
Assessment (NCCA)
7540 Pickens Avenue
Fort Jackson, SC 29207-5000
Director: Zach Vaughan
E-Mail: NCCARegistrar@dodiis.mil
National Polygraph Academy
1890 Star Shoot Parkway, Ste. 170-366
Lexington, KY 40509
Director: Pam Shaw
E-Mail: shaw.national@gmail.com
Website: www.nationalpolygraphacademy.
com
NCTC Counterdrug Polygraph Institute
c/o Dept. of Military & Veteran’s Affairs
Building 8-64 Fort Indiantown Gap
Annville, PA 17003-5002
Director: Elmer Criswell – 717/861-9306
E-Mail: lietestec@aol.com
Website: www.counterdrug.org
New England Polygraph Institute
15 Glidden Road
Moultonborough, NH 03254
Director: David J. Crawford – 603/253-8002
E-mail: kacdc@worldpath.net
PEAK Credibility Assessment Training
Center
1490 NE Pine Island Rd. Unit 7B Cape Coral,
FL 33909
Director: Benjamin Blalock – 239/900-6800
E-Mail: info@peakcatc.com
The Polygraph Institute
19179 Blanco Road, Suite 105 #812 San
Antonio, TX 78258
Director: J. Patrick O’Burke – 210-377-0200
Website: thepolygraphinstitute.com
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*Texas Department
of Public Safety Law Enforcement
Polygraph School
P O Box 4087
Austin, TX 78773-0450
Director: Matt Hicks – 512/424-5024
E-Mail: charles.hicks@dps.texas.gov
Tudor Academy
Carrera 66, No. 42-103 Barrio San Juaquin
Medellin, Colombia
Director: Charles Speagle
Website: tudoracademy.com
Veridicus International Polygraph
Academy
11230 West Ave Ste 3101 San Antonio, TX
78213
Director: Yasmin Rios
E-Mail: rioscarmona@hotmail.com
Website: veridicusinc.com
Virginia School of Polygraph
7885 Coppermine Rd
Manassas VA 20109
Director: Darryl L. DeBow – 571/435-1207
E-Mail: polygraph11@comcast.net

